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Foreword
The history of Australia is a vast subject which has mainly eluded our 
playwrights. With a few notable exceptions we have failed to find ways of 
capturing the drama of key events and their main players for the stage. 
Yet none would deny the theatricality of our extraordinary history — 
particularly Queensland’s.

I grew up with the legend of the Shearers’ Strike always half in shadow. 
There was a time, the old people uttered, when Queensland led the world. 
I searched in vain through the “Queensland Reader” for our whispered 
Utopian Republican Socialist past; our history lessons were filled with the 
minutiae of a foggy motherland far removed from our reality. My belief in 
the importance of this subject surged with excitement when, only a year ago, 
Errol O’Neill reminded me of the forthcoming one-hundredth anniversary 
and his interest in dramatising it.

On the Whipping Side marks the Centenary of the Queensland Shearers’ 
Strike with a play worthy of its significance. The subject is not entirely 
new to the stage, being the basis for Vance Palmer’s Hail Tomorrow and 
Leonard Atkinson’s Divided They Fall — though to my knowledge both 
remain unperformed — and of course the ever popular Reedy River by Dick 
Diamond, a thin version of the story but featuring the famous “Ballad Of 
1891” by Helen Palmer and Doreen Bridges. In Errol O’Neill the events find 
a true Queensland voice where they complete his trilogy of plays dealing 
with the history of the labour movement in this state. In this carefully 
researched work, this man of great integrity speaks to his pro-union 
convictions while remaining critical of both sides of the story. Wisely, he has 
chosen the difficult task of revealing historical events through the ideas and 
actions of the actual people involved and, to expand his theme, has drawn 
from life an assortment of fictional characters who may well be very close to 
those unsung heroes and heroines who never made it into our history books.

The world premiere of On the Whipping Side took place in Rockhampton 
where the cast visited the scene of the now infamous trials. Gough Whitlam 
attended the opening and spoke of this play as a valuable contribution to 
understanding ourselves through our past and suggested it be seen by young 
people throughout the nation.
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I can personally attest that the subsequent performances on tour to the very 
towns featured in the story were amongst the most electric and meaningful 
I have ever witnessed. The descendants of the main players in this history 
saw at last that good theatre is not something remote and medicinal. Errol 
proves that it can and should be about what has shaped our lives — about 
ourselves.

AUBREY MELLOR 
Artistic Director,
Queensland’s State Theatre Company 
and Director of the first production of 
On the Whipping Side
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Introduction
Queensland has played a significant role in the history of Australia’s working 
class struggle, particularly in its rural industries.

The Shearers’ Strike of 1891 in the central west of the State was perhaps the 
most significant political or industrial event since the Eureka Stockade. And, 
like that legendary battle, it raised fundamental questions of personal and 
political freedom, the fairness and justice of governments, social control, 
and even the very meaning of national identity. Unlike the Stockade, no 
blood was spilt in ‘91. Yet the Strike, involving nearly twenty per cent of 
Central Queensland’s population, was just as passionate, and fought with 
just as much bitterness and determination, on both sides.

In 1891 Queensland was the battlefield on which a conservative government, 
in collusion with squatters and financiers, took on the as yet politically 
immature but industrially sophisticated union movement. And always 
there was the overriding influence of the new Marxist economic philosophy 
drifting in from Europe, and the Utopian philosophy from Britain and 
America. The Worker, The Bulletin, and a mass of progressive literature 
found their way out west and were read around campfires where workers 
gathered and talked — not only about wages and conditions but — most 
dangerous of all —  ideas.

In one way, the 1891 struggle is part of history and all aspects of it are 
thoroughly known. It was a gargantuan battle between capital and labour, 
which labour lost. The loss of the industrial struggle quickened the pace of 
the already growing political movement, bringing into existence what we 
now know as the Labor Party.

But labour movement myths and legends have for many years prevented 
many of us from seeing the conflicts within the movement a hundred years 
ago. This conflict is at the core of On the Whipping Side. William Lane 
is there, fighting for political representation and at the same time becoming 
disillusioned with it. Other characters with varying attitudes to the 
industrial, political and philosophical thrusts of the movement clash bitterly 
as the forces of repression become stronger and more brutal. In the end, 
nothing is resolved comfortably but many options are opened up. They are 
the same options that still exist today — the spectrum of responses to the 
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same economic and social questions. “Freedom of contract” was the catch  
cry of the employers then, while the closed shop was the goal of the unions. 
Little has changed.

Inherited myths and legends have also prevented many of us from seeing 
the nature of the complex forces arrayed against labour in 1891. Recent 
research, in particular the work of Stuart Svensen, has pointed out great 
ironies. The jailing of twelve union leaders for conspiracy was the event 
which spelled the beginning of the end of the strike. But what is now clear 
is that the real conspiracy was not among the unionists but between the 
Government and the squatters and financiers who, during 1890, a year 
before the strike, developed a plan to cut wages and force “freedom of 
contract” upon the workers. It seems that the “freedom of contract” issue 
arose not because of the onset of tough economic times, as has been widely 
believed, but because of a long term plan of the conservative forces to crush 
unionism.

As regimes in eastern Europe are crumbling and as the capitalist west rubs 
its hands in gleeful anticipation of regaining the markets they lost in 1917, 
it is fitting that we look at the aspirations of Socialism a hundred years ago. 
The dilemmas that socially progressive movements had then are ironically 
similar to the ones modern reformers are faced with today. Circumstances, 
the use of power, and the actions and ideas of people, are what make human 
history. The history of Queensland, indeed of Australia, could have been 
very different if the conflict in 1891 had had a different outcome.

But theatre is not a place to rewrite history. It is a place to replay it, to 
observe and comment on it, to interpret it, to learn from it. I have tried to 
do some of these things in this play.

On the Whipping Side completes a trilogy of plays about the history of the 
labour movement. Although written last, it comes first in the chronology 
and deals with the “age of innocence” when the fight for social justice and 
equality seemed simple and forthright. In reality it was not simple. But 
the baptism of fire which was 1891 led to a situation whereby political 
representation and the widening of the franchise saw more and more 
working class representatives getting into Parliament — eating from the tree 
of the knowledge of good and evil. The “workingman’s paradise”.
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Faces in the Street, the second play in the trilogy, set during the 1912 
Brisbane General Strike, makes another examination of the labour 
movement halfway from powerlessness to power. With government not yet 
won, although many members elected, we find the unions once more pitted 
against the physical and legal force of the state. We watch the forces within 
the labour movement come into conflict over the great questions of how to 
win and maintain political power in a democratic system without giving up 
their original egalitarian socialist values. The age of experience.

Popular Front, the completion of the trilogy, picks up these eternal themes 
of the labour movement again in 1930, tracing the career of Fred Paterson, 
Member for Bowen and the only elected Communist in any Australian 
parliament. The play takes us through two of the most turbulent decades of 
Queensland’s history. The Labor Government is now firmly in power and yet 
its creeping conservatism, along with the worldwide opposition to Fascism, 
causes the real opposition to arise in the form of a strong Communist Party 
which remains a thorn in the side of the Government, reminding them 
constantly of their past beliefs. Paradise lost.

I commend Playlab Press for its commitment to publishing such plays as 
these, and the work of Queensland playwrights generally. Their publications 
add significantly to the self-confidence and vitality of the theatre industry in 
this state.

ERROL O’NEILL
Brisbane, October 1991
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Biography — Errol O’Neill
Errol O’Neill has worked since the early 1970s as an actor, playwright, 
director, dramaturg and producer, specialising in the creation of new work 
for the theatre. He was an actor, then a resident writer–director with the 
Brisbane-based Popular Theatre Troupe (1977–82), where he performed 
in, wrote and directed many political satires which toured throughout 
Queensland and nationally.

He has written many plays on aspects of Queensland and Australian history, 
which have been produced by La Boite, Queensland Theatre Company, and 
other theatres and community organisations in Brisbane, Queensland and 
interstate, including: 

Faces in the Street•	  — a play about the 1912 Brisbane general strike:       
La Boite production, 1983; a university college production, 1988; 
Villanova Players, 2000. Published by Playlab Press 1993. 
Popular Front•	  — a play about the 1930s and 40s and Australia’s only 
elected Communist MP (Fred Paterson): Produced by La Boite, 1986; 
TheatreWorks (Melbourne), 1987; Brisbane Theatre Company, 1989 
(including a tour of North Queensland). Published by Playlab Press 1988. 
On the Whipping Side•	  — a play about the 1891 shearers’ strike: 
Produced by Qld Theatre Company (QTC), 1991 (including a tour of 
central, northern and western Queensland). Published by Playlab Press 
1991. 
The Hope of the World •	 — a play about trade unions and the moral 
dilemmas of the left during the Bjelke-Petersen era: Produced by QTC, 
1996; Newcastle Rep, 1999. 
The Mayne Inheritance•	  — a play Produced by La Boite 2004. Published 
by Playlab Press 2004. 
Red Soil White Sugar•	  — a play about the 1911 sugar strike, set in 
Childers. Commissioned by Creative Regions and produced in Childers 
1911.

Highlights from Errol’s theatre performance history include three 
productions of Ron Blair’s The Christian Brothers (1984, 1989, 1997), Jack 
Hibberd’s Stretch of the Imagination (La Boite 1983), two productions of 
David Williamson’s The Removalists (TN 1985, directed by Bryan Nason; 
and La Boite 2003, directed by Lewis Jones), and two productions of the 
award winning Futcher–Howard play A Beautiful Life (La Boite/Matrix/
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Brisbane Festival/Performing Lines, 1998 and 2000). He has performed 
countless times for La Boite, QTC, and many other Queensland companies, 
and has appeared interstate for Melbourne Theatre Company, State Theatre 
Company of SA, Riverina Theatre Company and WA’s Black Swan.

Feature film appearances include Surrender in Paradise (1976), The 
Delinquents (1988), Redheads (1991), Mr Reliable (1995), Joey (1996) and A 
Heartbeat Away (2011).

Television appearances include Silent Reach (1981), Mission Impossible 
(1988), Butterfly Island (1991), The Legend Of Fred Paterson (1995), Fire (II) 
(1996), Pacific Drive (1996/97), Misery Guts (1998), All Saints (2000), Fat 
Cow Motel (2002), East of Everything (2008 and 2009).

Errol has credits in acting and writing for radio, and has appeared in many 
short films and videos. He has published short stories, written articles for 
various books and journals on aspects of theatre and society, and been 
a guest lecturer in tertiary drama courses. From 1984 to 1987 he was a 
member of the Australia Council, and served on the Council’s Literature 
Board grant committees in 1990 and 1999. He is a long-standing member 
of The Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance (Actors Equity), and the 
Queensland representative on the Australian Writers’ Guild’s National 
Stage Committee. In 2003 he was awarded a Centenary Medal for services 
to the arts and to the entertainment industry, the Alan Edwards Lifetime 
Achievement award from the Actors and Entertainers Benevolent Fund, and 
the Playlab Award for services to new work in Queensland.
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Characters
FRANK CONNOLLY  Mid 20s. A shearer — at first politically naive, 
  even though immersed in labour traditions.

MICK KEEGAN  Late 50s. A shearer — embittered veteran of 
  the Eureka Stockade, with radical political 
  and industrial views.

WILLIAM LANE  Aged 30. Journalist and political activist. 
  Editor of The Worker. Well-read, extremely 
  intelligent, idealistic. Lame since birth, he 
  walks with a stick.

READER   A proofreader, assistant to Lane. 

HELEN WATSON  Aged 40 to 50. Widowed. Owner/manager of 
  a Clermont pub — warm, generous, practical. 
  A life of hard work and suffering has given 
  her radical views unusual for a publican.

MOIRA MAGUIRE  Early to mid 20s. An assistant teacher — 
  intelligent and critical, if lacking in experience.

FREDERICK FAIRBAIRN  Mid 20s. Manager of Logan Downs station, 
  part of the vast Fairbairn sheep-owning empire.

HORACE TOZER, MLA. Aged in his late 40s. Lawyer and Colonial 
  Secretary — ambitious, envious of younger 
  talent, pompous and manipulating.

T. J. BYRNES, MLC.  Aged 31. Lawyer and Solicitor-General — 
  ambitious and diligent in the service of the 
  Government’s objectives.

EVELYN BARRY  30-ish. A housewife — committed to her family 
  and to her husband’s unionist principles.

NED BARRY   40-ish. A bush worker — an active unionist.
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COOK   A shearers’ cook. 

VINCENT PORTER  50s. Prosperous Clermont merchant — polite, 
  accommodating, always looking for business.

MRS TOZER   Aged 30 to 40. Wife of the Colonial Secretary 
  — elegant.

SENIOR-SERGEANT DILLON Police officer in Clermont during the strike.

MAN   A blackleg shearer. 

UNIONISTS, POLICE, GUARDS, VOICES.

(In the 1991 production by Queensland’s State Theatre Company these 
characters were portrayed by eight actors, using the ASM as a [non-
speaking] policeman for the mass-arrest scene at the end of Part One.)
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First Performance Details
On the Whipping Side had its World Premiere at the Pilbeam Theatre, 
Rockhampton, Central Queensland, on 16th August 1991. The play was 
performed by the Royal Queensland Theatre Company under the direction 
of Aubrey Mellor and toured North Queensland under the auspices of the 
Queensland Arts Council. The cast was as follows:

FRANK CONNOLLY   Joss McWilliam 

MICK KEEGAN   Vic Rooney 

WILLIAM LANE   Kevin Hides 

PROOFREADER   Leo Wockner 

HORACE TOZER   Vic Rooney 

FREDERICK FAIRBAIRN  Simon Burvill-Holmes 

T. J. BYRNES    Joss McWilliam 

HELEN WATSON   Elspeth Ballantyne 

MOIRA MAGUIRE  Veronica Neave 

NED BARRY   Simon Burvill-Holmes 

EVELYN BARRY   Sue Dwyer 

COOK     Leo Wockner 

VINCENT PORTER   Leo Wockner 

MRS TOZER    Sue Dwyer 

SNR SGT DILLON   Kevin Hides 

MAN     Leo Wockner 

On the Whipping Side opened at the Cremorne Theatre, Brisbane with the 
same cast on 10th October 1991.
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Blade Shearer 1890s
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On the Whipping Side
ACT ONE BEGINS
   
PROLOGUE

 Actors gather and sing “On the Whipping Side”:

ALL  At each gate a shearer stands, waiting for the bell 
 The squatter sets his gold fob watch and the rousties give a yell
 Oh, hear the clicking of the blades as through the wool they glide
 The ringer’s done the long blow, he’s on the whipping side.

 Shearers, rousties and carriers, and drovers swell the towns
 From Clermont out to Longreach, from Hughenden to the Downs
 The new year brings a challenge, one question to decide 
 When the Union sings, will the wool kings be “on the whipping side”?

 There’s Union men who’ve long endured the hard and bitter fight,
 There’s veterans of Jondaryan who’ve cheeked the squatter’s might.
 Just a fair day’s pay for our working day — will justice be denied?
 The Union’s strength is with us now, we’re “on the whipping side”.

SCENE 1. A country road and The Worker office in Brisbane. 

 Summer. FRANK sits on his swag beside the road. The sole 
 has separated from the upper on one of his boots. He raises 
 his water bag to his mouth. It is bone dry. He is bothered 
 by sweat and flies and his feet are sore. MICK comes along 
 the road, loaded down with his swag, a rifle, and a battered 
 suitcase. He holds a rubber ball which he frequently squeezes.

MICK G’day. 

FRANK  G’day, mate. 

MICK  Trouble? 
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FRANK  [holding up boot] English workmanship. 

MICK  Where you headed? 

FRANK  Clermont. Hopin’ to get a start at Logan Downs. 

MICK  Roustie? 

 Hands FRANK his water bag. 

FRANK  Shearer. 

 Drinks.

MICK  Headed that way myself. 

FRANK  Wouldn’t have a bit of twine, would you? 
 
MICK  What size are your feet? 

FRANK  8 or 9. 

MICK  [reaching into his bag] Good thing you’re not like 
 Sparrow-fart Harry.

FRANK  Why’s that? 

MICK  His feet were so big, he had to go outside the shed to turn 
 round. 

 Produces a pair of boots, gives them to FRANK.

FRANK  But they’re your spares, mate. 

MICK  [squeezing the rubber ball] We’re gonna be workin’ 
 together, aren’t we? Happy New Year.

FRANK  Thanks, mate. 

 Puts on boots. 
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MICK  We’d better get a move on. I sent my ticket on to Logan Downs. 
 Gotta be there for roll call on the first day.

FRANK  What happens if you’re not? 

MICK  No work, And I lose my deposit. 

FRANK  Oh. What happens to it? 

MICK  Ends up in the squatter’s pocket. Where you been all 
 your life?

FRANK Warwick.
 
MICK  Another Jacky Howe, eh? 

FRANK  Maybe. 

MICK  This your first season? 

FRANK  First up here. 

MICK  What have you done before? 

FRANK  Bit of drovin’. Bit of fencin’. I’ve only shorn round the 
 Darling Downs.

MICK  You haven’t lived till you’ve worn out a dozen blades on the 
 sandy wool west of Barcaldine. Got your Shearers’ Union 
 ticket?

FRANK  Yeah. 

MICK  Good. Otherwise I’d a sold you one.

FRANK  You the organiser? 

MICK  That’ll be the day … George Taylor asked me to take a book 
 up and collect the fees till he gets there.

FRANK  I didn’t know about sendin’ money ahead to the station. 
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MICK  Stick with me, mate. I’ll see you right.
 
FRANK Thanks. Frank Connolly.

MICK  Mick Keegan. Pleased to know you.
 
 They shake hands. FRANK tests his new boots.

 We hear WILLIAM LANE speaking in a way that could be 
 rousing oratory or a comment on the previous scene. 
 Nearby a PROOFREADER checks galley proofs.

LANE  Unionism has spread among the bushworkers of Western 
 Queensland as a religion, bringing salvation from years of 
 tyranny, bringing liberation from the evils of bondage. For 
 unionism has in it that feeling of mateship which has 
 always characterised the action of one white man to 
 another … The man who never went back on his union is 
 revered as no other man is revered. The man who fell once 
 may be forgiven but he is never fully trusted. The lowest 
 term of reproach is to call a man a “scab”. [to PROOFREADER] 
 How much time have we got?

READER  The printers start in a couple of hours, Will.
 
LANE  What else do we have to do tonight? [looking out window] 
 Tonight? It’s almost morning.

READER  We’ve got to proof the last chapter of Looking Backward, 
 and tabulate the Labourers’ Union rates for '91.

LANE  We won’t have time to do the rates. Leave it till next issue.
 
READER  Right you are, Will. 
 
LANE  I’ll meet you in the compositors’ room in five minutes. 
 [yawning] I’ll be glad to put this one to bed.

READER  You work too hard, 

LANE  We all do … 
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SCENE 2. The kitchen of Watson’s pub in Clermont.

 HELEN is at work. MOIRA comes in followed by 
 FAIRBAIRN who carries her trunk. We hear bar noises off. 

MOIRA  Mrs Watson. 

HELEN  Yes? 

MOIRA  I’m Moira Maguire. 

HELEN  Moira! I’ve been expecting you. How was the train trip 
 from Rockhampton? … [sees FAIRBAIRN]

FAIRBAIRN  Good day, Mrs Watson. 

 He places the trunk.

MOIRA  Oh, this gentleman was kind enough to drive me from the 
 station in his buggy.

HELEN  Hello, Mr Fairbairn. 

MOIRA  You two know each other? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Yes. But Mrs Watson has been in Clermont a lot longer than I.

HELEN  Twenty years longer. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  I only wish I had the benefit of your experience, Mrs Watson.

HELEN  You’ve got the rest of your privileged life for that, Mr Fairbairn.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Indeed. I’ll get the rest of the luggage. 

 Leaves.

HELEN  Where did you meet Fairbairn? 
 
MOIRA  On the train. 
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HELEN  You know who he is, don’t you? 

MOIRA  He told me he’s the manager of Logan Downs station. 
 
HELEN  His family owns every second property from here to Quilpie.

MOIRA  Oh. 

HELEN  Him and his brothers are managing stations all over the 
 country. They’ve got their fingers in everything.

MOIRA  You don’t seem to like him. 

HELEN  I don’t. This has always been a union pub. 

MOIRA  He was perfectly charming to me. 
 
HELEN  Just tell me to shut up. I’m always trying to be everybody’s 
 mother.
 
FAIRBAIRN  [coming back] This is all, Miss Maguire. 

HELEN  Thank you so much for helping Moira, Mr Fairbairn. 

FAIRBAIRN  It was a pleasure, Mrs Watson.

                             A bell rings off.
 
HELEN  Well, it was nice to see you again, Mr Fairbairn.

VOICE  [off] Oi, missus! Another round in here.
 
HELEN  [shouting in response] I can’t be in two places at the same time! 
 [to FAIRBAIRN and MOIRA] Excuse me. 

 She goes out.

MOIRA  I’m sorry if you suffered any embarrassment. 

FAIRBAIRN  Mrs Watson and I understand each other … When do you 
 start teaching?
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MOIRA  In a few weeks. 

FAIRBAIRN  You’ve come up to Clermont awfully early. 

MOIRA  Well … I do have a lot of study to catch up on. 

FAIRBAIRN  If you get bored, I’d be pleased to call in one day. There are 
 some nice picnic spots out at Sandy Creek. Not a patch on 
 Melbourne, of course, but while I’m here in exile, I have to 
 make the most of it.

MOIRA  Never having been in Melbourne, I can’t make comparisons.

FAIRBAIRN  Life can get pretty dull out at Logan Downs for a young 
 man with a bit of spirit.

MOIRA  I’ll take your word for it. 

FAIRBAIRN  I’ll be back in a couple of days to pick up supplies. Perhaps 
 you’d like to return with me and visit the Downs? It’ll be a 
 good time to show you round, just before shearing.

MOIRA  I’ll look forward to it. 

FAIRBAIRN  I’ll call Tuesday morning, about ten.

 HELEN comes back.

 I’d better be off now and see what a mess they’ve made 
 while I’ve been in Brisbane.

MOIRA  Good day, Mr Fairbairn. 

FAIRBAIRN  Good day, Miss Maguire. Mrs Watson. 

 He leaves.

 MOIRA stands, taking off her gloves, looking round, 
 musing about FAIRBAIRN.

HELEN  Haven’t got room to swing a cat in there, I’m run off my feet.
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MOIRA  Is there anything I can do to help? 

HELEN  Well, seeing as how school doesn’t start for a few weeks, will 
 you give us a hand round the pub?

MOIRA  I was intending to study for my exams. 

HELEN I could pay you. 

MOIRA  Well, I could use some extra money … 
 
HELEN  By the time school starts, the shearing'll be underway and 
 the pub won’t be as busy.

MOIRA  It should just fit nicely. 

HELEN  It’d save me the trouble of hiring another girl. Let’s get these 
 ports up to your room, and then I’ll show you the job.
 
MOIRA  Oh, I just remembered, I accepted an invitation to Logan 
 Downs for Tuesday.

HELEN  We’ll just have to work around it. Don’t let the young 
 squatter pull the wool over your eyes …

                             They carry the luggage out.

SCENE 3. A meeting room. The Worker office. Tozer’s office.

TOZER  [to audience] Gentlemen, I know that none of you nor your 
 fellow members of the Employers’ Federation would dare 
 say one word in deprecation of legitimate trades — 
 unionism of the good old-fashioned sort — when humble 
 and gifted craftsmen combined for the redress of grievances. 
 But the “new unionism” which confronts us today is 
 suffused with dangerous, radical and subversive ideas. 
 The ideas of such men as William Lane, editor of The Worker.
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LANE  [to audience] It is not that we do not labour enough, it is 
 not that we do not produce enough — the whole wages 
 system is rotten to the core and will produce naught but 
 social misery and degradation until we sweep it away. 
 The cure we seek is the holding by the State of the means 
 of production, distribution and exchange. Only by this 
 means can we guarantee employment for all and a just 
 distribution of wealth.

TOZER  So that, Gentlemen, according to Lane’s ethics, civilisation 
 is wrong, wealth produces want, land ownership is robbery, 
 workers are slaves, and the panacea for all these evils — 
 Socialism — is said to be “the natural consequence of 
 unionism”. Thus we have here the Labour Federation’s 
 object, to abolish capital. In the next place, how is it to be 
 done? [jabbing a finger at audience] By political action.

LANE  The Australian Labour Federation’s platform will give 
 birth to a new parliamentary party and will draw the line 
 clear and straight between those who are for labour and 
 those who are against it.

TOZER  Gentlemen, while I hold the post of Colonial Secretary, it 
 is my duty to remind you as employers that the price of 
 liberty is eternal vigilance.

BYRNES  [in TOZER’s office] Good morning, Mr Tozer. You wanted 
 to see me?

TOZER  Yes. As you know, Mr Byrnes, the Premier and Deputy 
 Premier will be in Sydney for some time at the Federation 
 Conference. I’ll be responsible for the day to day business of 
 Government.

BYRNES  Yes. 

TOZER  I should like to have a meeting of all ministers soon and 
 define areas of responsibility.
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BYRNES  Was there something in particular you wanted to draw to 
 my attention?

TOZER  Not yet. But the squatters have been blowing in my ear 
 about their new shearing agreement. I don’t expect there’ll 
 be any trouble, but if there is, it will take priority. I’ll expect 
 you, as the Solicitor General, to give us prompt advice.

BYRNES  Of course. Can we expect any changes while the Premier’s 
 away?

TOZER  One or two, perhaps. But I’ll tell you one thing. I certainly 
 don’t want to play footsies with the trades unions.

BYRNES  As Griffith tends to do … 

TOZER  Ah, we understand each other, Mr Byrnes. I don’t want this 
 Government to jump at the whim of the Labour Federation.

BYRNES  The colony’s industries are finally taking shape. It would be 
 a pity to see them ruined by a mob of hooligans.

TOZER  You’ve an excellent reputation, Mr Byrnes. One of our top 
 legal brains.

BYRNES  I like to think I’ve got something to contribute. 

TOZER  Opportunities like this come once in a lifetime, Thomas. 
 It’ll be a chance to show them how things should really be done.
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SCENE 4. Evelyn and Ned’s verandah in Clermont.

EVELYN  How are your hands, Ned? 

NED  [flexing his fingers] They’ll never score a century again. 

EVELYN  Haven’t got much bend in the old knees, either. 

NED  I’m all right. 

EVELYN  You should sign on as a shed hand this year. It’s no good 
 torturing yourself.

NED  Won’t earn as much … 

EVELYN  We can get by. I’d rather scrimp and save than have you 
 walkin’ round a cripple.

NED  If I’m a cripple, I won’t be walkin’ round, will I? 

EVELYN  Oh, you know what I mean … What’s on your mind, Ned. 

NED  I’m hoping the squatters aren’t up to any mischief, I don’t 
 feel like another blue.

EVELYN  Better get goin’ … I hate this part. 

NED  I’ll only be gone a few weeks. 

EVELYN  Promise me you’ll look for another job at the end of this 
 season. Something in town. The kids need their father.

NED  Yeah. 

EVELYN  And I need you, too. [she hugs him] You could become a 
 union organiser.

NED  I’d be away from home a lot more. 

EVELYN  Only if you were a travelling one.
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NED  What other sort is there? We could move to Rockie. I could 
 get work on the wharves.

EVELYN  Your hands'd give you trouble. Besides, I don’t want to 
 move again. The kids are happy here in Clermont.

NED  Make sure the little buggers go to school on the first day.

EVELYN  Go on, get on with you. 

NED  I’ll be back for a few days between finishin’ at Wolfang and 
 startin’ at Retro.

EVELYN  Don’t overdo it. 

NED  Bye, love. 

SCENE 5. The pub kitchen.

 HELEN is introducing MOIRA to the job, We hear pub 
 noises off.

HELEN  We’re expecting a full house tonight. There’ll be lots of men 
 passing through on their way to the early sheds. Watch out 
 for the single blokes. They’re not all the saints Willy Lane 
 paints 'em as in The Worker, you know.

MOIRA  The Worker? 
 
HELEN The union paper. 

MOIRA  Oh. 

HELEN  If they’ve had too much to drink in the bar, don’t hesitate to 
 refuse 'em another.

MOIRA  I’d prefer not to be seen in the bar.

HELEN  Why’s that? 
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MOIRA  Someone could complain to the Education Board and I’d 
 get the sack.

HELEN  We can’t afford to scandalise the good people of Clermont. 
 You can stay out of the bar.

MOIRA  Thanks, Helen. I really shouldn’t be staying at a pub either, 
 but I couldn’t stand the thought of being billeted.

HELEN  Oh, Friday’s pay day, and you get a half day Saturday. Phew! 
 That was thirsty work. Would you like a cup of tea, or a 
 short reviver?

MOIRA  Reviver? 

HELEN  Nectar of the gods … You’ve led a sheltered life, love. 

MOIRA  I suppose I have. 

HELEN  [pouring two glasses of whiskey] I’m the wrong person to be 
 running a pub. But if there’s one thing my late husband did 
 teach me, it was how to appreciate the best Irish whiskey.

MOIRA  [after a sip] It’s good.
 
EVELYN  [coming in] You’ll need more wood for the boiler, Helen. 
 There was just enough for the last load.

HELEN  Have you hung 'em out? 

EVELYN  Yeah, but I don’t like the look of that sky. 

HELEN  I’ll keep an eye on it. 

EVELYN  Better get young Duncan to chop some wood in the 
 morning. She doesn’t look like she can swing an axe.

MOIRA  I didn’t come here expecting … 

EVELYN  Just jokin’, love. [referring to whiskey] She teachin’ you bad 
 habits already?
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HELEN  Oh, this is Moira Maguire. Evelyn Barry. Moira’s come to 
 teach at the school. I roped her in for a couple of weeks.

EVELYN  Sorry, love. I thought you were the new housemaid. 

MOIRA  No … 

EVELYN  You’ll probably be teaching three of mine, then. 

HELEN  Audrey, Joan and young Ned. He’s a real little character.

EVELYN  He’s a little bugger. 

HELEN  You’re too hard on him. 

EVELYN  [to MOIRA] I hope you can do something with 'em. 

MOIRA  I’ll do my best, anyway. 

HELEN  [giving EVELYN some coins] When will we see you again? 

EVELYN  I’ll have my hands full with the kids, now that Ned’s gone 
 off for the shearin’. I’ll be glad when school starts.

MOIRA  Only three weeks now. 

EVELYN  Maybe then, Helen. Goodbye, Miss Maguire. Nice to meet you.

                             EVELYN leaves, MOIRA takes another sip of whiskey.

MOIRA  Have you got children? 

HELEN  Me!? I’ve got my hands full mothering everyone else. 
 No … no children.

MOIRA  I didn’t mean to pry. 
 
HELEN  That’s all right, love. It’s just life. That’s all. 
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SCENE 6. The shearing shed at Logan Downs station.

FAIRBAIRN  Well, this is where the sheep lose their coats and the station 
 makes all its money.

MOIRA  It’s so hot. I couldn’t work here. 

FAIRBAIRN  It’s a great privilege for you to even see it. Once the shearing 
 begins, women aren’t allowed within cooee.

MOIRA  Is that a union rule? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Not a rule, although, God knows, the unions have got a rule 
 for just about everything else, No, this is more of a tradition. 
 But it’s a strong one. Even the old pastoralists stick to it.

MOIRA  Tradition seems to rule everything in this part of the world.

FAIRBAIRN  I’ve seen a shed come to a complete standstill when the 
 manager’s wife came down with a message. Someone 
 whispers “ducks on the pond” and they all down tools.

MOIRA  That’s ridiculous. You should try to change that. 

FAIRBAIRN  Too many old attitudes hanging round. There’s a great 
 future here in this colony. The sooner we put aside all these 
 silly traditions and petty differences, the better it’ll be for all 
 of us, employers and shearers alike. We have to get ready 
 for the twentieth century.

MOIRA  The twentieth century’s a long way off.

FAIRBAIRN  Ten years. That’s not long. [pause] Why did you want to be 
 a teacher?
 
MOIRA  There’s not much else for a woman to do in this part of the 
 colony, except get married at eighteen and have ten 
 children one after the other.

FAIRBAIRN  You’re the sort of rebel my father always warned me against.
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MOIRA  Do you take notice of everything he says? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  [with a laugh] He insisted I learn to shear. 
 
MOIRA  Why? 

FAIRBAIRN  You have to know the shearer’s job, if you want to command 
 his respect.
 
MOIRA  Do you? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Yes. And more than that. I enjoy watching the shed in full 
 swing. The blades flashing, sixty men working like the very 
 devil, stripping fleece after fleece, calling for tar, the tallies 
 going up on the board. You’ll never experience such 
 exhilaration anywhere else.
 
MOIRA  I’ve never met anyone who loves his job so much. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Except when the old hands make you feel you have to prove 
 yourself all the time.
 
MOIRA  You should try teaching with the “old hands” looking over 
 your shoulder.

 Thunder is heard.
 
FAIRBAIRN  We’d better get back to the house. Mrs Scott will have 
 dinner ready.
 
MOIRA  What do you do after dinner out here? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  We sometimes play cribbage, or sing. Do you play the piano?
 
MOIRA  Not very well. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  I’ll get someone to take you into town early. I have to be up 
 first thing for roll call. Shearing season starts tomorrow.
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MOIRA  Oh.  
 
FAIRBAIRN  I’ll need all my wits about me to persuade the men to sign 
 the new agreement.

SCENE 7. The Road.

 Early morning. MICK and FRANK have slept under the 
 stars. At the beginning of a new day, they silently survey the 
 road ahead.

FRANK  Where are we? 
 
MICK  There she is. 
 
FRANK Logan Downs. Jeez, they’re big, these Fairbairn properties.
 
MICK  The old man has set his sons up on properties all over 
 Queensland.
 
FRANK  I met Frederick Fairbairn on the Downs last year. It was 
 him offered me the job. Bit uppity.

MICK  How are the boots? 
 
FRANK  I think I’ve broken 'em in. Good Australian leather. Easier 
 on the old dogs.
 
MICK  [looking around] God, I love this country! Stretches for 
 miles. You can walk from joy to madness and back again. 
 [pause] Only trouble is, your legs give out before you do.
 
FRANK  How long have you been on the track, Mick? 

MICK  Best part of forty years, man and boy. [feeling leg] 
 But I’m gettin’ too old for this caper.
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FRANK  How did you hurt your leg? 
 
MICK  Bein’ young and stupid. Wet behind the ears. 
 
FRANK  What do you mean? 
 
MICK  I was one of the gallant few that “swore to defend our rights 
 and liberties”.

FRANK  Ballarat? 
 
MICK  1854. 
 
FRANK  I always wanted to meet someone from the Eureka Stockade.

MICK  Well, now you’ve done it. 
 
FRANK  My father always told me it was the beginning of the labour 
 movement.

MICK  I dunno about that. It was the beginning of ordinary people 
 standin’ up for themselves. There was a lot there that went 
 the other way later on, though.
 
FRANK  What do you mean? 
 
MICK  Became Tories. Turned into the very sort of mongrel we 
 were fightin’ against. Peter Lalor himself even went over.
 
FRANK  Oh … What did happen to your leg? 
 
MICK  Cut to the bone by a trooper’s bayonet … Anyway, the 
 Eureka Stockade was a long time ago. It was just as useless 
 as lookin’ for gold, in the finish.
 
FRANK How many men were killed? 
 
MICK  Leave the past behind you, mate. When we see what your 
 Fairbairn mates have got cookin’ this year, we might have 
 enough to worry about.
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SCENE 8. The shearing shed at Logan Downs station.

FAIRBAIRN  [reading from a document, addressing audience as the 
 assembled workers] All sheep must be taken carefully 
 from the pen to the shearing board and be shorn closely, in 
 a fair and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction of the 
 person in charge of the shed, the belly wool to be taken off 
 first and laid aside …

MICK  [sotto voce] Get on with it … 

FAIRBAIRN  [reading] No employee shall bring or cause to be brought, 
 any intoxicating liquor on to the station.

UNIONIST 1  Bloody wowsers.
 
MICK  Yeah. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  May I continue? 
 
MICK  Can we stop you? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  [resumes] No profane or obscene language or singing shall 
 be allowed in the shed.
 
MICK He means you, Saddlestrap! 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Shearers shall provide their own cook, except where cooks 
 work conjointly for shearers and the employer, which will 
 be matter of mutual agreement.
 
FRANK  [sotto voce] Come on, let’s get started … [he impatiently 
 squeezes a rubber ball]
 
MICK  I s’pose we’ll get poisoned again, like last year. 
 
FRANK  Who’d you have last year? 

MICK  Hey, Darcy, who’d we have last year? 

UNIONIST 1  Billy the Baitlayer.
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MICK  Gave us all the Barcoo spew. The bastard. The only thing his 
 damper was good for was shootin’ practice.

UNIONIST 1  Who called the cook a bastard?

MICK  Who called the bastard a cook? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  [staring at MICK] Quiet please. [resumes] In all sheds 
 where shearing machines are provided, shearers shall 
 pay for cutters and combs a price not exceeding cost. 
 In case of stoppages through breakage or otherwise, shearers 
 shall, if required, go on shearing with the hand shears.

MICK  What was that? 

FAIRBAIRN  You heard me. 

MICK  I don’t remember anything about payin’ for cutters and 
 combs in the union agreement.

UNIONIST 1  New one on me too.
 
FAIRBAIRN  The rules will be posted on the notice board. 

UNIONIST 1  What about the rates?
 
FAIRBAIRN  There will be no change. Twenty shillings per hundred, 
 Same as last year.
 
MICK  What about shed hands? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Shed hands and rouseabouts will be paid twenty shillings 
 per week, plus board and accommodation.

UNIONIST 2 That’s less than last season,
 
FAIRBAIRN  Last season is last season. Gentlemen, these are the terms 
 under which work will be conducted for this and 
 subsequent seasons. You’ll be required to sign an individual 
 agreement.
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UNIONIST 1  We’ve never had to sign anything before.
 
FAIRBAIRN  I don’t mind a late start today, but I expect a full day’s work 
 from tomorrow on.
 
FRANK  Where’s our organiser? 

MICK We don’t need a bloody organiser, mate, we need an axe. 

FRANK  What for? 
 
MICK  Cut a few saplings and set up camp. [to FAIRBAIRN] 
 There won’t be any bloody sheep shorn here today, 
 Frederick. We’re gonna have to talk about this.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Don’t take too long. There’s plenty of men hungry for work.
 
MICK Not as hungry as you, by the look of it. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  You’re free to work if you want to work. And you’re free not 
 to work, if you don’t like the terms.
 
VOICE What a load of malarkey! 

UNIONIST 1  Some freedom.
 
FAIRBAIRN  [to audience] Freedom of contract will apply henceforth as 
 a condition of hire in this shed. All pastoralists have agreed 
 to this principle. The employer is free to hire any man he 
 chooses, whether a member of a union or not …

 Uproar from the unionists.

 … and the employee is free to choose whether or not he 
 will work for the employer.
 
MICK  It’s always been a mutual agreement up to this. 

FAIRBAIRN  [breaking into a menacing tone] There’s a new order, 
 Mr Keegan. You sign the contract or you go elsewhere.
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 The men stand looking at each other, FAIRBAIRN is cool, 
 superior.
 
MICK  Give us five minutes. 

 FAIRBAIRN looks at his watch and goes out, leaving the 
 documents. In the following dialogue, the audience is 
 addressed as the crowd of workers.

UNIONIST 2  The rousties won’t work for a quid a week when we were 
 gettin’ twenty-five to thirty bob last season.

MICK  And chargin’ shearers for cutters and combs for the 
 machines — that’s a reduction, in reality.
 
VOICE Nobody should work under an agreement they had no 
 hand in writin’.
 
MICK  We can’t sign it. 
 
FRANK  [picking up the agreements] What are the options? 
 
MICK There’s only one. Everybody out. 
 
FRANK  What’s wrong with signin’ the agreement … 

UNIONIST 1  What?
 
FRANK  … under protest, and shearin’ the early sheds. 
 
VOICE  Bullshit! 

UNIONIST 2  That position’s weak as water.
 
FRANK  Meanwhile, we conserve our strength and our funds for 
 united action when general shearing starts.

UNIONIST 1  In June?
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FRANK That’d give us five or six months to plan a strategy.
 
VOICE  They think the Maritime strike put us on the ropes. 
 
VOICE  The squatters are pouncin’ on us like a pack of wolves.

FRANK  By June the squatters won’t be able to hire enough scabs to 
 do the work, so we’ll have 'em over a barrel.
 
MICK  You’re missin’ the point. 
 
FRANK What is the point, Mick? 

MICK  “Freedom of contract” is only freedom for the squatter. 
 It means they can organise into unions, but we can’t.

UNIONIST 1 Dead right. Workin’ Logan Downs isn’t gonna give us any 
 advantage.
 
FRANK It’s the tactics. 
 
MICK  It’s the principle. If we’re not united on this shed, we’ve got 
 no hope of being united anywhere in Queensland, or the 
 rest of Australia, from here till November.

UNIONIST 1  We’ve gotta nip this in the bud right now.

VOICE  It took me three flamin’ weeks to get here. 
 
VOICE  I’ve gotta send some money back to me missus. 
 
MICK  [to audience] Brothers, if we go to work on this agreement, 
 it’s just like sayin’ to them, “We grant you the right to 
 organise, but us poor bloody workers, we don’t have the 
 right to organise. [bending over] Here, give us a good kick 
 up the arse for being so bloody impertinent!”

 Silence.
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COOK  Well, what’s it gonna be, you blokes? I’m not hangin’ round 
 if yez aren’t gonna sign on.

UNIONIST 1  Hold on, Cookie.
 
COOK  A man’s got better things to do. 

UNIONIST 1  We have to debate it before we can vote on it.
 
COOK  I’ll go and get the damper off the fire.
 
VOICE Put the billy on, Cookie. 
 
COOK What about lunch? 

UNIONIST 1 Dunno.
 
COOK  Will yez be wantin’ lunch? 

UNIONIST 1  Look, mate, just give us some time to sort this out.
 
COOK  I came here to feed upwards of sixty hungry, hard-workin’ 
 men. I didn’t come here to talk all day.
 
VOICE  Well, shut up then. 
 
COOK Yez never bloody listen to my opinion anyway. I’ll go and 
 make mornin’ tea. [to audience] How many want damper? 

 He counts hands.

UNIONIST 1  We’ve gotta come to a decision.

VOICE  We’ve gotta check with the other stations. 
 
VOICE Bullshit. They’re miles away. It’d take days. 
 
FRANK  We’ve gotta think this through. 
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COOK  'Bout half. I’ll give yez a gong when mornin’ tea’s ready. But 
 I’m not gonna start lunch till I know what yez are doin’. [Goes.]
 
MICK  Whingin’ bastard. 
 
FRANK What are we gonna do? 

UNIONIST 1  We’ve gotta stand by the labourers.
 
MICK  If we don’t stick together, we’re done for. 
 
VOICE Too right, Mick. 

UNIONIST 1  And the conditions in both agreements are bad.
 
FRANK  Call for a show of hands. 

MICK  All right. [to audience] Those for signin’ the agreement?

 FRANK’s hand goes up, he looks at the audience to suggest 
 he has support.

 Those for goin’ out?

 NED and MICK put their hands up, they look at the audience.

UNIONIST 1 Carried overwhelmingly.
 
MICK  We’ll have to form a camp. 

 Silence. FRANK wrestles with his frustration and 
 disappointment.

FRANK  Will of the majority, I suppose. 

UNIONIST 1  That’s what it’s all about.
 
MICK  This the first vote you’ve lost? 
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FRANK  Yeah. 
 
MICK  Don’t worry. You’ll lose a lot more before you’re through. 
 
FRANK  Where’s this camp gonna be? 
 
MICK  Sandy Creek. [to UNIONIST] Ask Cookie If he’ll come with us.
 
UNIONIST 1  [leaving] Can we vote on that, too? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  [coming in] Well, have you made up your minds? 
 
MICK  Yeah. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Will you sign the agreement or not? 
 
FRANK  [handing it to him] You can shove it up your arse. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  I never expected this from you, Frank. 

FRANK  Times change, Frederick. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  If it’s a fight you want, it’s a fight you’ll get. 

 He leaves.

UNIONIST 1 I’ll ride into Clermont and scout for supplies, See you at 
 Watson’s pub.

                             The UNIONISTS leave. The COOK comes in with damper, 
 mugs, and a teapot.
 
COOK  Now stop yer yappin’ for five minutes and get this into ya. 
 [looks around] Hey, what about …
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SCENE 9. Evelyn and Ned’s verandah
 
EVELYN  But what about the kids! How are we gonna feed them, Ned? 
 We should be able to live with a bit of flamin’ dignity.
 
NED  Until we get justice for the working man, there’ll be no 
 dignity for anybody.
 
EVELYN  What about justice for the workers’ families, Ned? Why are 
 these decisions always taken by the men, when they involve 
 us women and kids as well?
 
NED A man can only do what he thinks is right. 
 
EVELYN  I can’t go through another strike. Didn’t you settle all this 
 last year? How long will it be?
 
NED  No idea. 
 
EVELYN  Is it just Wolfang? 
 
NED  No, They’re out at Logan Downs, Kilcummin and Retro as well.
 
EVELYN  It’s the start of the season, Ned. We’ve got nothing. 
 
NED                    That agreement went against everything the union stands for. 
 We just couldn’t sign it.

                             Silence.
 
EVELYN  I’m sorry, Ned. It’s going to be hard gettin’ through this. 
 
NED  I need your help in this one, Ev. 
 
EVELYN  For richer, for poorer …
 
NED  Good on you, love. 
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SCENE 10. Pub kitchen.

 MOIRA and HELEN are at work. The sound of about thirty 
 men dining can be heard off.
 
HELEN  You enjoyed your trip out to Logan Downs yesterday? 
 
MOIRA  Yes. It was the first time I’ve seen inside a shearing shed. 
 
HELEN  How did the young squatter treat you? 
 
MOIRA  Like a gentleman. 
 
HELEN  I suppose he was on his best behaviour for you. Different 
 tune today, by the sound of it. He’s given us a full house. 
 Hmph. How kind of him.

 FRANK comes in with a teapot.
 
FRANK  Mrs Watson, could I get some hot water? The tea’s a bit strong.
 
HELEN  You one of the rejects from Logan Downs? 
 
FRANK  How’d you guess? Frank Connolly. 
 
MOIRA  How many men are out on strike? 
 
FRANK  Sixty-two. Shearers and rouseabouts. Thanks for puttin’ us up.

HELEN  Can’t put you up forever. 
 
FRANK  We’ll get this agreement business sorted out in a couple of 
 days. “Freedom of contract”. Huh!
 
HELEN  At least you brought your tucker. 
 
FRANK  That’s one that won’t be gettin’ shorn. 
 
HELEN  The shearer shears the sheep and the cockie shears the shearer.
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FRANK  We’re formin’ a camp out at Sandy Creek. Ned Barry’s mob 
 are comin’ in from Wolfang. Lookin’ for a cook. You interested?
 
HELEN Who’d run the pub? [indicating MOIRA] She might be. 
 
FRANK [to MOIRA] Well, are you? 
 
MOIRA  Me, at a strike camp? I’d be the only woman. 
 
FRANK We’d all pitch in. Wouldn’t be too hard on you. Besides, 
 you’d be a civilisin’ influence.
 
MOIRA  If they need civilising that badly, you can count me out. 
 
FRANK  You’d be used to uncivilised behaviour, wouldn’t you? 
 
MOIRA  What do you mean? 
 
FRANK Workin’ in a pub. 
 
MOIRA  I don’t … 
 
FRANK  It’ll only be for a couple of weeks at the most. 
 
HELEN I like your optimism. 
 
MOIRA  Didn’t you have a cook at Logan Downs? 
 
FRANK  When this blew up, he went off lookin’ for other work. 
 
HELEN  That’s stickin’ together, isn’t it? Mateship as we read about it 
 in The Worker.
 
FRANK  We’re not beaten yet. Fairbairn’ll crack. 
 
HELEN  It’s not just one squatter. They’re organised. 
 
FRANK  Not as organised as we are. 
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HELEN  Don’t bet on it. They’ve got more money, and they’ve got 
 the Government in their pockets. There’s sixty-two men gone 
 out at Logan Downs. It’ll be the same all over. Couple of days, 
 you won’t be able to move in the main street of Clermont.

FRANK  You’ve got no complaints. I’ve never seen a bar so full. 
 
HELEN  You think so? My slate’s got more ticks on it than a drover’s dog.

 PORTER appears with a large wicker basket stamped 
 “PORTER OF CLERMONT”. He makes a half-hearted 
 attempt at knocking. FRANK goes to fill the teapot.
 
PORTER  Hello! Anybody home? Hello … 

 He puts down the basket, a gift for HELEN, a large wallet, 
 an order book.

 Ah, Mrs Watson. Lovely evening, isn’t it? Lovely evening.
 
HELEN  Hello, Mr Porter. Is young Duncan ill? 
 
PORTER  No, no. I had these on the wagon and I was going past and I 
 thought, what’s the use of double handling?
 
HELEN  [looking in the basket] They’re big hams. 
 
PORTER  Yes, lovely thirty pounders. Straight from Lakes Creek, 
 fresh as can be.

HELEN You needn’t have brought them in tonight, Mr Porter.
 
PORTER  It’s always a pleasure to call at the pub, Mrs Watson. Many’s 
 the time I sat in this kitchen with your late husband, God 
 rest his soul, and solved the world’s problems over a quiet ale.
 
HELEN  To tell you the truth, when I ordered the hams, I didn’t 
 think we’d have as much mutton as this.
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PORTER  That’s one thing there’s always plenty of while there’s a few 
 Jack-the-lads about.
 
HELEN You don’t know anything about it, of course. 
 
PORTER  Mrs Watson, I am the soul of discretion.
 
HELEN Oh, this is Frank Connolly. Vincent Porter. 
 
PORTER  G’day, Frank. Sounds like you’ve got quite a few mates in 
 there. Where are you setting up camp?
 
FRANK Sandy Creek. 

PORTER  Come and talk to me about supplies. Just got some lovely 
 tinned beef in. Flour, tea, utensils.
 
FRANK  We’ll be meeting about all that first thing in the morning.
 
PORTER  Tell you what I’ll do. I’ll give you everything you need at 
 last year’s prices.
 
FRANK The men aren’t too flush, Vince. 
 
PORTER  Seven days on tick. You won’t be holding out more than a 
 fortnight, will you?
 
FRANK God knows. 

PORTER  Discount for bulk as well. When you sort out what you 
 need, come and see me. You know where I am in 
 Drummond Street?
 
HELEN Opposite the mines office. 
 
PORTER  Yes, and I’ve just bought the shop next door to it as well. 
 
HELEN Ever expanding is our Mr Porter. 
 
FRANK  [to MOIRA] Well? What do you say about cookin’ for us? 
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MOIRA  I’ll think about it. 
 
FRANK Be much more fun than workin’ here. What’s your name?
 
MOIRA  Moira Maguire. 
 
FRANK Pleased to meet you. 
 
MOIRA  Your tea’ll be cold. 

 FRANK smiles and leaves. PORTER sits at the table, makes 
 notes in his order book and begins counting the money in 
 his wallet.
 
HELEN  Did the marzipan arrive, Mr Porter? 
 
PORTER  Yes, it did. I’ll have young Duncan Smith bring it round in 
 the morning. Will the men be staying in camp long, do you 
 think?
 
HELEN  If they can sort out this “freedom of contract” business, they 
 think they’ll be back at Logan Downs by the end of the week.
 
PORTER  They’ve got a beautiful big kitchen out there. Twice as big as 
 this, I’m told.

HELEN Have you never seen it? 

PORTER  I’ve never been welcomed in farther than the front verandah. 
 They deal direct with Rockhampton. Bulk, you see.
 
HELEN  Yes … 

 A bell rings off. MOIRA goes out.
 
PORTER  Some of the newer lads might not know the merchants in 
 town. And they won’t want to deal with the Chinamen. 
 I’d appreciate it if you could put in a word for me, 
 Mrs Watson. Er, may I call you Helen?
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HELEN  Ah … 
 
PORTER  Oh … A little something for your good self. 

 He gives her the gift.
 
HELEN  Oh, Mr Porter, you shouldn’t have. 

 She opens it. It is a brooch.
 
PORTER  That’s why I called round personally, if the truth be known.
 
HELEN  Why, it’s lovely … 
 
PORTER  I wouldn’t have presumed, of course, while your late 
 husband was alive, God rest his soul …
 
HELEN  Thank you. It was very thoughtful of you. 
 
PORTER  [awkwardly attaching the brooch to HELEN’s blouse] 
 I thought, a decent interval has elapsed, and, I thought, 
 you’d do me a great honour to accept a small token of
 appreciation.
 
HELEN  I do appreciate it, Mr Porter. Thank you very much. 
 
PORTER  Good, well, I have to attend to business, Time and tide. 
 Goodbye, Helen.
 
HELEN Goodbye, Mr Porter. 

PORTER  Drop into the shop when you’re down my end of town. 

                             MOIRA comes in with a tray of dishes as PORTER leaves.
 
HELEN  I will. 
 
MOIRA  Where did you get that lovely brooch? 
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HELEN Porter. 
 
MOIRA Is he … ? 
 
HELEN  I’m afraid so.

 She takes the brooch off.
 
MOIRA  Oh dear. 
 
HELEN What am I doing in this town? 
 
MOIRA  They’ve all finished their pudding. 
 
HELEN I’m trapped … 
 
MOIRA  I’ve cleared most of the dishes. 
 
HELEN  I’ll die here … 

 A bell rings off.
 
MOIRA  The men have all gone into the bar. 
 
HELEN I’ll go in. You make a start on this. 

SCENE 11. Garden party, Government House, Brisbane. 

 MRS TOZER and LANE are sipping tea and talking.

MRS TOZER      We’ve certainly chosen the most wonderful day for the 
 Governor’s garden party. I’m Mrs Tozer, the Colonial 
 Secretary’s wife. Sort of unofficial hostess. And you are?
 
LANE William Lane. 
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MRS TOZER The journalist! Of course. I’ve heard fascinating gossip 
 about you. Is it true that you once spent a whole night in 
 the watchhouse posing as a vagrant, just so that you could 
 write about it in the newspaper?
 
LANE  Yes. 

MRS TOZER  How brave of you. Is this what they call the new journalism?
 
LANE I suppose so. 

MRS TOZER How could you be sure the police would pick you up?
 
LANE  I doused myself with alcohol and bedded down in a doorway.

MRS TOZER It sounds like a real adventure.
 
LANE It’s no adventure for the poor devils who are locked up 
 there each night.

MRS TOZER  How could you submit to such indignity?
 
LANE  The worst part was putting up with the smell of alcohol. 
 I’ve been a teetotaller all my life.

MRS TOZER An odd way to get a story, but I suppose that’s the way they 
 do things in the United States. How long were you there?
 
LANE Seven years. Long enough to learn all about modern 
 newspapers.

MRS TOZER  And then you brought all this knowledge to bear on 
 The Courier.
 
LANE I tried. 
 
TOZER [coming up behind LANE] Here you are, dear. 

MRS TOZER Oh, Horace. Do you know Mr Lane, the journalist?
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TOZER Oh … yes. How do you do? 

MRS TOZER [to LANE] I presume you know my husband?
 
LANE  Yes. 
 
TOZER I’m surprised to see you at a Vice-regal function, Mr Lane.
 
LANE  Sam Griffith invited me. 
 
TOZER  Ah, yes. Your old “friend” from the Boomerang days. 
 A pity the Premier couldn’t be here to welcome you.

MRS TOZER I must have a word with Lady Norman. I’ll leave you 
 together to talk. 

 She leaves.
 
LANE  [abruptly] Why won’t the Government press the 
 Pastoralists’ Association to a conference with the unions?
 
TOZER  [uncomfortable] The Pastoralists resolved not to have a 
 conference until the unions concede freedom of contract.
 
LANE  How can they, when that is the very basis of their grievance?
 
TOZER The men were quite happy until you told them they had a 
 grievance.
 
LANE  Mr Tozer, the men aren’t stupid. They know a reduction in 
 wages when they see it.
 
TOZER  [attempting to leave] I am trying to protect the entire 
 industry of Queensland, and uphold the law.
 
LANE  That also means upholding the Trades Unions Act of 1886. 
 Unions are no longer illegal, Mr Tozer.
 
TOZER  I’m aware of that. 
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LANE Then stop acting as if they are. 

MRS TOZER [returning] Well, you two seem to be getting on. 
 Everyone else is talking about that dreadful shearers’ strike.
 
LANE As a matter of fact we are too, Mrs Tozer.

MRS TOZER  I knew it. Even the ladies are talking about it.
 
LANE  I’m trying to make your husband see reason. 

MRS TOZER  [realising LANE is serious] There was a time when such 
 things were never mentioned at a gathering like this.
 
LANE  One can’t hold back the tide of history, Mrs Tozer. 

MRS TOZER  What happens in the west should stay in the west. 
 All this talk is spoiling an otherwise lovely day.
 
TOZER Mr Lane, you’ll have to excuse us. I really should be mingling.
 
LANE Of course. I am here as a guest, after all. 
 
TOZER Are you going to write any of this? 
 
LANE I might. 
 
TOZER  You haven’t been taking notes of anything I’ve said.
 
LANE  [indicating his head] It’s all up here. 
 
TOZER Yes, to be interpreted very freely, of course, so that you’ll 
 end up saying whatever you wish to say, or wish to say that 
 I said, whether I actually said it or not.
 
LANE  [puzzled] What? 

MRS TOZER Really, dear, this is not the place …
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TOZER Let’s not mince words, Mr Lane. Like most of the other 
 paid agitators, you are a recent arrival, while some of us 
 have been here for considerable lengths of time, building 
 what you are now trying to tear down. Is there one among 
 you who can boast of even ten years’ residence in the colony?

MRS TOZER Don’t get angry, Horace.
 
TOZER  You will probably go somewhere else and cause trouble 
 when you find you can’t do it here.

MRS TOZER Keep your voice down.
 
TOZER  If not another colony, then South America. 

MRS TOZER  The Governor’s just over there.
 
TOZER The Argentine, was it? 
 
LANE We’re investigating a number of suitable countries. 
 
TOZER Don’t misunderstand me. I wish your venture every success.
 
LANE  I fail to see why. It’s the very antithesis of what you stand for. 
 It’s an attempt to establish a truly socialist community, 
 where all men, women and children will be equal.

MRS TOZER  This sounds like a Utopian dream — so unnatural. I fear for 
 the little ones in such a place.

LANE  Mrs Tozer, you’d do better to fear for the little ones who die 
 in disease and poverty in this so-called land of plenty.
 
TOZER  Mr Lane! 

MRS TOZER Mr Lane, you’re exaggerating, surely.
 
LANE  Am I? Perhaps you’d like to come with me some night on a 
 tour of South Brisbane and see for yourself.
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MRS TOZER  Er …
 
TOZER  Your energy would be better consumed organising your 
 hare-brained South American expedition, Mr Lane. I’d even 
 contribute to your passage, if it meant getting you out of 
 Queensland sooner. [feels in pocket] Here’s ten pounds. 
 Take a few of your union mates with you.

LANE  I can tell when I’m being ridiculed. [leaving] Good day, sir. 
 Good day, Mrs Tozer.

MRS TOZER  It was a pleasure to meet you, Mr Lane.

TOZER  [shouting after him] I’d rather have you bickering with your 
 followers in a South American jungle than going to the 
 ballot box in this country!

MRS TOZER Horace, you’re making an exhibition of yourself again. 
 We can’t let anything interfere with your knighthood.
 
TOZER  Who does he think he is? 

MRS TOZER When will you learn some self-control?

TOZER  The press, dear. They worm their way into everything. 

MRS TOZER  Now, some of these people will want to speak with you. 
 Let’s mingle.

TOZER Is my hair all right? 

MRS TOZER It’s perfect. Let’s go over and join the Governor’s group.
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SCENE 12. The Worker office. The Strike Camp.
 
LANE  [in The Worker office— writing/proofreading/speaking] 
 The Australian Shearers’ Union has pickets out in both 
 Sydney and Melbourne to prevent the hiring of blacklegs 
 for Queensland. This is rendering it more difficult for the 
 squatters to get good men. Meanwhile, the Strike Committee, 
 sitting at Barcaldine, has a problem: what to do with ten 
 thousand good men — the unemployed unionists! Camps 
 have been formed throughout the west, each with a Control 
 Committee to oversee expenditure, arrange travelling parties, 
 control blackleg movements, canvass for financial support 
 and to arrange stages of horsemen to expedite messages. 
 Did Colonial Secretary Tozer refer to us as a disorganised 
 rabble?

 MOIRA and EVELYN wash dishes at the camp. MICK 
 directs unionists carrying poles, canvas, rope. All have 
 protection against the rain — sugar bag cowls, hats, 
 umbrellas. A light drizzle is suggested.
 
MICK  Righto, you blokes, those poles go down to the end of this 
 row. Frank, go and bring that box of tools back up here.
 
FRANK What about these sticks? 
 
MICK  Leave them here. We’ll need 'em for rifle drill in the mornin’. 
 [to all] Come on, let’s get these tents up. We’re expectin’ 
 fifty blokes tonight and tomorrow. Have you got everything 
 you need, ladies?
 
EVELYN  I thought my days cooking over an open campfire in the 
 rain were finished, Mick.
 
MICK We live and learn, Mrs Ned. 
 
MOIRA  I thought this'd all be over by the time school started. 
 
EVELYN  How are my three doing? 
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MOIRA  They’re doing very well. 
 
EVELYN  That’s a surprise. They were always behind the rest of the 
 class before … especially young Ned.
 
MOIRA  They just needed a bit of attention. 
 
EVELYN  You must have a lot of patience. 

UNIONIST 1  [coming up with a box of books] Here’s a load of books 
 from The Worker office in Brisbane. I picked them up from 
 Watson’s pub. Where do you want them?

EVELYN  Take 'em over there to the library tent. 

UNIONIST 1  Which tent is it?
 
MOIRA  Over there. See the sign? 

UNIONIST 1 There’s signs on half a dozen of 'em. 

MOIRA You can’t read?

UNIONIST 1  I never learned.
 
MOIRA  Oh. Where have you come from? 

UNIONIST 1  Wolfang station.
 
EVELYN  Which organisers were out there? 

UNIONIST 1 Ned Barry and George Taylor.
 
EVELYN  Are they coming in tonight? 

UNIONIST 1  No, Ned Barry told me to give a message to his missus.
 
EVELYN  That’s me. 
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UNIONIST 1  He’s ridin’ out to Kilcummin station tonight on union 
 business. He’ll be back the day after tomorrow. 

 He leaves.
 
MOIRA  How long have you been in Clermont? 
 
EVELYN  Couple of years. We had a small selection near Springsure. 
 Couple of bad seasons and the banks wouldn’t extend credit, 
 so Ned went shearin’ again, I followed him round for a few 
 years, gettin’ work in the local pubs and that. By then we 
 had Audrey and Joan, and it got harder to move about. 
 I wanted the kids to go to school and learn something, 
 so I said to Ned one day, “You can go shearin’ if you want 
 to, but I’m stayin’ put”. He jacked up at first, but he got used 
 to the idea … The kids are a bugger to look after while he’s 
 away. But the advantage of settlin’ down in one place is 
 you’ve got friends to help mind 'em … You’re not married, 
 I suppose?

MOIRA  No.
 
EVELYN  Don’t marry a shearer. 
 
MOIRA  I’ll try not to. 
 
EVELYN  Still, I wouldn’t want to be alone for the rest of my life. Like 
 Helen Watson …
 
UNIONIST 1  [coming back] Am I too late for tea? 
 
EVELYN  There’s still some left. 

UNIONIST 1 What is it?
 
EVELYN  Mutton stew. 

UNIONIST 1 Thought it might be.
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EVELYN  Are you a cook? 

UNIONIST 1  I’ve cooked in musterin’ camps. Nothin’ fancy.
 
EVELYN  You can take over here. I’ve got five kids to look after. 
 
MOIRA  And I’ve got school to go to. 

UNIONIST 1  You’re too old to be goin’ to school. 
 
 He tastes the stew.

 FRANK comes back with the tools and hovers in the 
 background, glad to have a rest while MICK isn’t watching. 
 He hears MOIRA’s conversation.

MOIRA  I’m a teacher. Well, assistant teacher. 

UNIONIST 1  Tell you what. You teach me to read and I’ll teach you to cook.
 
MOIRA  [indicating stew] What’s wrong with it? 

UNIONIST 1 Just jokin’, missus.

 We hear men’s voices off.
 
VOICE  Hey Mick, you old bastard. How are ya? 
 
MICK  Keep it down! Ladies present. 
 
VOICE  Any grub left? I’m so hungry I could bite the bum out of a 
 low-flyin’ duck.

UNIONIST 1  That sounds like the rest of the men from Wolfang station.
 
EVELYN  [taking stew] Come on. There’s a table set up for you in the 
 mess tent.

 EVELYN and the UNIONIST go off. Short silence. 
 FRANK approaches.
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FRANK  Why didn’t you say you were a teacher? 

MOIRA  You never asked. 
 
FRANK  A man feels a bit of a fool. 
 
MOIRA  Why? 
 
FRANK Asking someone of your education to rough it out here.
 
MOIRA  I’m only a Class Three. 
 
FRANK  Oh. 
 
MOIRA  Studying for my Class Two exams. Trying to be a Class 
 One, eventually.

FRANK  I owe you an apology. 
 
MOIRA  No, you don’t. 
 
FRANK  You like teachin’? 
 
MOIRA  I look at the children in front of me every day, and I think — 
 what they make of their lives depends on me. It’s frightening … 
 Yes, I like it… These are the children of ordinary working 
 people that I teach, Frank. I can give them a chance in life. 
 Education is the only way to make people free and equal.

FRANK  Sounds like something Will Lane might say. 
 
MOIRA  Who’s Will Lane? 
 
FRANK  The editor of The Worker. He reckons education is a 
 fundamental right of all people …
 
VOICE  [passing] Blood oath! Just wait till Willy Lane gets out here.
 
VOICE What would he know about shearin’ sheep? 
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MICK  More than you’d know about puttin’ up a tent. That’s the 
 guy rope, you drongo, not a bloody slackwire.
 
FRANK  He writes about lots of other things, too. Socialism, 
 philosophy. [showing MOIRA a copy of The Worker] 
 There’s a stack more Workers over in the library tent …
 
MICK  Frank, I need some more rope. 
 
FRANK  There’s some near the big blue gum … What’s the news 
 from Peak Downs?
 
MICK  Fifty scabs signed the agreement. But we suaded five over.
 
VOICE  And they’ve started camps at Alpha, Bogantungan, and 
 Muttaburra.

 Voices are heard cheering.
 
MOIRA  [looking at The Worker] What’s all this about South America?
 
FRANK  Will Lane wants to set up a new colony to test his ideas. 
 
MOIRA  Sounds a bit far-fetched. 
 
FRANK  Why? It’d be just like livin’ here, only a bit more organised.
 
MOIRA  It’d need to be a lot more organised. 
 
FRANK  We’ve done pretty well so far. The squatters are on the run, 
 and we’ll bring most of the scabs over.
 
MOIRA  If they’ve come all the way from Melbourne or Sydney to 
 get work, they won’t be put off by your arguments.
 
FRANK  You’d be surprised what a little “moral suasion” can do, 
 when it’s backed up with a bit of strength. Sounds like we 
 did all right at Peak Downs this afternoon.

 We hear singing off.
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FRANK Funny, but we’re here on strike, no work, no money, and 
 suddenly I feel as though I belong here, as though I own the 
 place. I look out there into the night sky, and I think, the 
 same stars are over Rockhampton, over Perth …
 
MOIRA  Oh, it’s stopped raining … 
 
FRANK  It’s all one big country and it belongs to all of us. [pause] 
 We’re going to win this strike. We’re “on the whipping side”. 
 You know?
 
MOIRA  There must be a better way than confrontation to settle disputes.

FRANK  The best way to settle disputes is not to have 'em in the first 
 place … But you can’t teach an old squatter new tricks.
 
MOIRA  Not all the squatters are old, Frank. Some of the young ones 
 have good ideas.
 
FRANK  You should meet Frederick Fairbairn. 
 
VOICE We oughta teach the Fairbairns a lesson once and for all.
 
VOICE Let’s go and burn their bloody woolsheds down! 
 
MICK And where are you gonna work when the strike’s over, you 
 bloody idiot?
 
LANE  [in The Worker office] When force is used by tyranny, 
 resistance to it is called patriotism and excites enthusiasm. 
 I, personally, am against force so long as there is any 
 hope of political enfranchisement. A little truth-telling is 
 what the present Government badly needs.

 Lighting change suggests passing of time, MOIRA sits at a 
 table with two men, teaching them to read by lantern light.
 
UNIONIST 2  [reading from The Worker, with great difficulty] 
 The folly of men, not their hard … hard …
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MOIRA  Hard-heart-ed-ness. 

UNIONIST 2  Hard heartedness …
 
MOIRA  Good. 
 
UNIONIST 2  … was the great c-cause of the world’s pov … 
 
MOIRA  Poverty. 

UNIONIST 2  Pov-er-ty.

MOIRA  That’s good, Tom. You’ve read a whole paragraph, and I 
 only had to help you three times.

UNIONIST 2 I heard this chapter read out round the campfire last year 
 on the Barcoo. The thoughts stay in your mind, even if you 
 don’t know what the words look like.
 
MOIRA  Now, Bill. Do you want to read the next paragraph? 

UNIONIST 1  I’ll give it a go. [reads, with great difficulty] 
 Whom shall we blame …
 
LANE  [in The Worker office] Whom shall we blame if bloodshed 
 results from the present struggle in Queensland? Not 
 Capital, for Capital is only doing what we expected of it — 
 showing itself to be the ghastly, soulless machine we knew 
 it was …
 
MOIRA  You weren’t tricked by the “h” in “ghastly”, Bill. That’s good.

UNIONIST 1 Yeah, I knew about the silent “h”.
 
LANE  … Not Labour, for Labour is merely struggling to satisfy 
 the aspirations which evolving Humanity has implanted in 
 its breast. Society, only Society is to blame. And it is Society 
 that we must change.
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UNIONIST 1  … Society that we must change. 
 
MOIRA  That’s wonderful. Tomorrow night we’ll look at your 
 alphabet again. I want you to write it out for me tomorrow, 
 without looking at the book,

UNIONIST 1  Nothin’ else to do.

LANE  [in The Worker office] During the last decade, men who 
 work for wages have been awakening all over the world. 
 Strikes are the cruel teachers which enliven their 
 understanding.

MICK  A sheep drover’s supposed to get thirty-five bob a week, and 
 a cattle drover forty bob. You get five bob a week if you use 
 your own horse, and two-and-six if you use your own saddle.
 
UNIONIST  Are you sure that’s the Labourers’ Union rates? 
 
MICK  It’s here in the bloody Worker, in black and white. 
 
UNIONIST  Must be right, then. 
 
EVELYN  [approaching] Moira, I won’t be able to come out here for a 
 while. Ned’s been put on the Strike Committee.
 
MICK  Terrific! 
 
EVELYN  Wish he’d learn to say no. He’s leaving for Barcaldine in the 
 morning.
 
MOIRA  How long will he be away? 
 
EVELYN  How long’s a piece of string? 
 
MOIRA  I’ll be finished here soon. You can come back to town with me.
 
EVELYN  Thanks. I’ll wait for you at the wagon. 
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 She goes.
 
VOICE What’s that smell? 
 
MICK  Hey, we’re downwind of the railway station. Another load 
 of coppers must have got off the train.

SCENE 13. Vincent Porter’s general store. 

 PORTER is busy, DILLON comes in.
 
DILLON  Mr Vincent Porter? 
 
PORTER  Yes. 

DILLON  Good morning. Senior-Sergeant Dillon. Mr Ranking sent 
 me down to enquire about supplies.
 
PORTER  Mr Ranking? 
 
DILLON  Police magistrate from Rockhampton. He’s been sent here 
 as the government agent. I’m assisting him.
 
PORTER  I see. And what sort of supplies were you looking for? 
 
DILLON  There’ll be extra contingents of police and military arriving 
 in the next couple of weeks. I’ll want food, bedding, and 
 clothing. Oh, and ammunition.
 
PORTER  [grabbing order book] That’s a bit unusual, isn’t it, Sergeant?
 
DILLON  Unless it proves more convenient to deal with Rockhampton.
 
PORTER  No, no. I’m sure we can accommodate you here. How many 
 men will you need supplies for?
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DILLON  About a hundred, initially. Some will be down to the police 
 account and some will be to the Defence Force.
 
PORTER  Very good. 
 
DILLON  Oh, and can you recommend a good bakery in Clermont?
 
PORTER  As a matter of fact, I’ve just bought the bakery across the 
 street. We’ll have no problem meeting your orders. The only 
 other bakery that’s big enough belongs to the Chinamen.
 
DILLON  Tell me something, Mr Porter. What do the townspeople 
 think of the strike?
 
PORTER  It’s hard to say. 
 
DILLON  What I mean is, do they support the shearers? 

PORTER  We all want to see the men back at work. 
 
DILLON  Which side, Mr Porter, will the townspeople be on when 
 the chips are down?
 
PORTER  The side of law and order, Sergeant. 
 
DILLON  Bloody impossible to get a straight answer out of anybody 
 round here.
 
PORTER  Clermont has always been a busy centre, but we’re just not 
 used to this sort of strife.
 
DILLON  We’ll be camped on the courthouse lawn, and we’ll be 
 available for the protection of anyone who has any fear.
 
PORTER  Fear of what? 
 
DILLON  There are ten thousand armed men roaming the west. 
 I’d say the townspeople have something to fear, wouldn’t you?
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PORTER  You have my total support. Sergeant. 

DILLON  What sort of ammunition do you carry? 
 
PORTER  Just about everything. Carbine, Winchester, Colt. 
 
DILLON  I’ll be back to take an inventory. 
 
PORTER  Is that necessary? 
 
DILLON  I might have to commandeer your entire stock. 
 The Government intends to ban sales to civilians.
 
PORTER  Why’s that? 
 
DILLON  There’s a lot of determined fellows in the camps … 
 Oh, I could do with a new pair of boots.
 
PORTER  Which type in particular? 

DILLON  Mid-calf, shiny black leather. 
 
PORTER  I’ve got the very thing. What size? 
 
DILLON  Rather large, I’m afraid. Thirteen. 
 
PORTER  One pair left. [he gets them] Quite hard to get in a thirteen.
 
DILLON  [taking boots] Very nice. Fine English workmanship. 
 How much?
 
PORTER  Sergeant Dillon, welcome to Clermont. 
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SCENE 14. Pub kitchen.

 HELEN is drinking and doing the accounts. EVELYN brings 
 in a parcel.

EVELYN  I picked this up for you at the railway station. Feels like books.
 
HELEN  Ah … Thanks, Ev. 

 She opens the parcel and takes banknotes from between the 
 pages of books, as well as a note.
 
EVELYN  D’you know what they’re doin’ out at the camp? They’re 
 cuttin’ down saplings for rifle drill.
 
HELEN They could use a bit of discipline. 
 
EVELYN Yes, when the troopers come, they can fill 'em full of 
 splinters … What’s all that?
 
HELEN Money. 

 Hands the note to EVELYN. 
 
EVELYN  [reading] “To keep the Clermont camps supplied with 
 provisions until end of March. Not to be spent on firearms — 
 Hinchcliffe, Secretary, Labour Federation,”
 
HELEN   Good on 'em. Five hundred quid. 

EVELYN  How did you know the money’d be in there? 
 
HELEN  It’s an old trick the union uses whenever the coppers are 
 snoopin’ round.
 
EVELYN  What if the police had opened it? 
 
HELEN A parcel of books? [she inspects the books casually] Will Lane 
 talks about the class war. If he wants to know what the class 
 war looks like face to face he should stop sending books and 
 come out here himself. [pouring another drink] You don’t 
 touch this stuff, do you?
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 EVELYN shakes her head tolerantly.

 How are you holdin’, Ev?
 
EVELYN  Ned was earnin’ up to four quid a week last season … Ah, 
 maybe it’s a good thing he’s not workin’. The arthritis in his 
 hands just gets worse. He shore too many wet sheep years ago.
 
HELEN  They do silly things when they’re young. 
 
EVELYN  The kids give you any trouble? 
 
HELEN Not a peep out of 'em. Audrey and Joan are having the time 
 of their lives up there, doing their homework with “Miss 
 Maguire” herself, and the others are out for the count.
 
EVELYN  I’ll go and round 'em up. Thanks for mindin’ 'em, Helen. 
 
HELEN  Just a minute, Ev. [indicating a small wicker basket covered 
 with a cloth] Take the basket home with you.
 
EVELYN  No, you shouldn’t have. 
 
HELEN  There’s so much food goes through this kitchen, love … 
 
EVELYN  But, Helen …

HELEN  I’m just returning a favour. Ned’s in Barcaldine, and you’ve 
 got mouths to feed.
 
EVELYN  But you’ve got your own worries. 
 
HELEN  Nothing serious. I’ve still got enough to eat. It’s only 
 mortgage payments I’ve got to worry about.
 
EVELYN  That’s enough. 
 
HELEN  We’d usually be full of paying customers this time of year … 
 The Government wanted me to billet the extra police here. 
 I told 'em where to go … If this strike goes on much longer, 
 I might have to sell out.
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SCENE 15. Tozer’s office.

TOZER  [holding papers] If this strike goes on much longer the colony 
 will be held to ransom and the country will grind to a halt.
 
BYRNES  You wanted to see me, Horace? 
 
TOZER Look. Reports of anarchy and chaos throughout the west. 
 We can’t stand by any longer. The time has come for strong 
 action.
 
BYRNES  What do you suggest? 
 
TOZER You make the suggestions. You’re the Solicitor-General. 
 
BYRNES  I prefer to think of myself as the Minister for Justice. 
 
TOZER Thomas, let’s get a couple of things straight. I opposed your 
 appointment when Griffith consulted me. But the decision 
 wasn’t mine to make, and now that you’re in the job, I intend 
 to make full use of you.

BYRNES  Why did you oppose me? My religion? 

TOZER No. Because you didn’t have the experience. 

BYRNES  And now I have? 
 
TOZER We have a job to do, and your part of the job is to give the 
 Government some reliable legal weapons.
 
BYRNES  They aren’t breaking the law by forming camps, or by 
 refusing to work. It’s not illegal to carry arms. It’s not illegal 
 to belong to a trades union. I don’t see what we can possibly 
 do … within the law.

TOZER They’re slippery devils and they know the west like the 
 backs of their hands. They’ve got the support of the local 
 people. Even some of the magistrates. [referring to reports] 
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TOZER When we get them in court for unlawful assembly, 
 intimidation, grass fires, we can’t make the charges stick. 
 The Premier’s gone back to the Federation Conference. 
 I want to be able to wire him in Sydney and put his mind at rest.
 
BYRNES  It was his idea to legalise unions six years ago. He has to 
 accept some responsibility.
 
TOZER What should I advise him? Repeal the Trades Unions Act?
 
BYRNES  I’m advising we wait and see. 
 
TOZER  They’ve got ten thousand men out there, looking for a fight.
 
BYRNES  They’re not all armed. 
 
TOZER They could well be. We don’t know. 

BYRNES  You can’t put ten thousand men in jail. 
 
TOZER But we can put their leaders in jail, surely. 

BYRNES  It’s not illegal to be a leader of men. 

TOZER There must be something we can do. These men are 
 plotting to ruin the wool industry and overthrow the 
 legitimate Government.
 
BYRNES  You mean conspiracy? 
 
TOZER Well, yes, conspiracy … 
 
BYRNES  Mmm. Conspiracy is the most elastic weapon in the legal 
 armoury … But difficult to prove.
 
TOZER  There has to be something there. [silence] We need a firm 
 response, Thomas. There are more things at stake than the 
 future of the Government.
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BYRNES  What? 
 
TOZER  Us, Thomas. You and me. Particularly you. You’re young, 
 with a bright future ahead of you. This is the time to make 
 your mark.
 
BYRNES  [after a pause] I’ll see what I can do … 
 
TOZER  In the meantime, draft a proclamation making the carrying 
 of arms illegal. That should keep 'em on the hop.

SCENE 16. The Worker office, The Strike Camp.

LANE  [in The Worker office] See the folly of it! Supposing arrests 
 are made and hangings begin, does anybody dream that 
 the movement will stop? My word, these capitalists are blind. 
 The labour movement is a religion, and they cannot realise 
 it; to die for it would be martyrdom, to suffer for it honour 
 and glory, to serve it is the only thing that makes life worth 
 living. Let them swing every union official up today and by 
 tomorrow every office would be filled by better men — 
 made better by the example — everyone ready and anxious 
 to die for the Cause.

 At the camp there are three roughly-made dummies, 
 each carrying a sign around its neck: “THE SQUATTER”, 
 “THE SCAB”, “GRIFFITH”. FRANK, NED and MICK are 
 involved in a grotesque parody of a trial, wearing bits of 
 sheepskin as wigs.
 
UNIONIST  Send 'em to jail! 
 
UNIONIST  Burn 'em! 
 
UNIONIST  Hang 'em! 
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NED  The prosecution will show that these men are all guilty of a 
 conspiracy to deprive the decent working man of wages and 
 dignity.
 
UNIONIST  Hear, hear. 
 
FRANK Call Sir Samuel Griffith. 

 The relevant dummy is chosen.
 
NED  Mr Premier, why have you placed the colony under military 
 rule?
 
MICK  Objection, your honour. Military rule is necessary, 
 otherwise we’d be at the mercy of people such as these 
 [indicating the audience], the sworn enemies of the state.
 
FRANK Objection sustained. 
 
NED  I call the squatter. Which one’s the squatter? 
 
UNIONIST  They all look the bloody same, anyway. 
 
NED  The prosecution has proof that this man has been stealing 
 the men’s wages. [he fumbles in the dummy’s pockets, pulls 
 out money] Aha! Whose money is this?

MICK  [“interpreting”] “It does belong to the shed hands,” my 
 client informs me, “but there was no other way I could 
 afford to send my son to Oxford for an education!”
 
UNIONIST  Oo, lah di dah! 
 
NED  I call the scab. 
 
UNIONIST  [to the dummy] You dirty mongrel! 
 
NED  How can you hold your head up, when good men are 
 rotting in jail?
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MICK  [holding the dummy’s head up] My client has no trouble 
 holding his head up. your honour, because it’s stuffed with 
 straw and therefore very lightweight …
 
UNIONIST  That’d be right! 
 
MICK  And as he doesn’t possess a backbone, he can’t be held to 
 account for his actions. 

 He lets the dummy flop.
 
FRANK Done. What’s your verdict, ladies and gentlemen of the jury?
 
UNIONISTS  Guilty! 
 
FRANK   And the sentence? 
 
UNIONISTS  Burn 'em! 

                             What appears to be kerosene is poured on the dummies — 
 a match is lit.

FRANK As judge of these proceedings, I order that these three 
 excuses for men be taken from this place … 

 He sees DILLON.

 DILLON walks in accompanied by armed police. The camp 
 is apprehensive.

 What’s this?

DILLON  [reading] By the authority vested in me, Senior-Sergeant 
 Michael Dillon, as representative of Her Majesty’s 
 Government, I hereby advise all those encamped in the 
 vicinity of Clermont in respect of the present industrial 
 trouble, that all unauthorised persons being found in 
 possession of firearms shall be liable to prosecution to the 
 full extent of the law, and further, that all those persons 
 thus encamped are commanded to disperse forthwith. 
 This proclamation shall remain in force until further notice. 
 God save the Queen. 
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 Starts to leave.

MICK What’s all that Barcoo spew? 

DILLON  It’s all in the Queen’s English. It means what it says. 

 Goes.
 
FRANK Do you reckon they’ll come lookin’ for our weapons? 
 
MICK Dunno. Might be all bluff. But we’d better play it safe. 
 Round up all the guns.
 
FRANK  If we’re goin’ out to Logan Downs tomorrow to interview 
 scabs, we can’t leave 'em here.
 
MICK We’ll hide 'em at Watson’s pub. 
 
FRANK He wouldn’t have the nerve to break up the camps. 
 
UNIONIST  Just let him try. 

SCENE 17. A street, outside Evelyn’s house.

 Night. FRANK and MICK, carrying a box, pass a MAN 
 carrying a swag.
 
MAN  Where’s the Canton Hotel, mate? 
 
FRANK Capella Street. You wouldn’t want to drink there. That’s the 
 Chinaman’s pub.
 
MAN No … Lookin’ for a room. 

MICK  [suspicious] Where have you come from? 
 
MAN  [guarded] I’ve been workin’ on the railway … diggin’ 
 postholes for the railway.
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MICK  Bullshit. I can smell the lanolin. You been workin’ the sheds?

FRANK Did you sign the squatters’ agreement? 
 
MAN  That’s my concern. 
 
MICK  All it takes is one bloke like you to scab, and everything 
 we’re fightin’ for is put back forty years.
 
MAN If it wasn’t me, it’d be some other poor bastard. 
 
FRANK  You scabs are takin’ the bread out of an honest man’s mouth.
 
MAN No. I’m puttin’ it into the mouths of my wife and kids. 
 
MICK No, mate. You don’t understand. 
 
MAN  Do you think I’d be wearin’ out good shoe leather if I only 
 had myself to worry about? I’d rather be at the strike camp, 
 spongin’ off the union. Like youse bastards.
 
MICK  Doin’ business with the Chinks is about all you’re good for.
 
FRANK  Come on, stand up for yourself, like a white man.

 FRANK and the MAN fight. FRANK quickly gets the upper 
 hand.
 
MAN Well, come on, then. There’s two of you. You should be able 
 to do a good job on me.
 
FRANK  [hits the man again] Don’t need a second invitation. 

EVELYN  [off] What’s goin’ on out there? 
 
MICK  It’s all right, Mrs Barry … 
 
EVELYN  [off] If you want to have a barney, have it outside someone 
 else’s house. I’ve just got the kids to sleep.
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MICK  Just dispensin’ a bit of bush justice. 

MAN  [gathering his swag] Don’t talk to me about justice. You got 
 a bank tryin’ to throw you off your selection?
 
EVELYN  [coming in] Have you been scabbin’ on your mates? 
 
MAN  What’s it got to do with you? [to FRANK and MICK in turn] 
 Have you got kids? Have you?
 
MICK  The union’s allowed extra rations for men with families. 
 
MAN  It’s only men like you with no responsibilities that can 
 afford to be on strike.
 
EVELYN  I’ve got five kids, and I don’t want them growin’ up slaves.
 
MAN  What are you talkin’ about? 
 
EVELYN  That’s what’ll happen if we all do what you’re doin’. 
 
FRANK  You’re just makin’ excuses for yourself. 
 
EVELYN  I’m proud of my husband and the stand he’s takin’. 
 
MAN  Yes, bloody pride. That’s why you won’t go back to work! 
 Ah … leave me alone. 

 He moves away.
 
FRANK  [pause] You wonder whether we’re doin’ any bloody good 
 at all.
 
EVELYN  'Course we are. He’ll have somethin’ to think about when 
 he lies down to rest tonight.

MICK  There’s always a few fish slip through the net. They’re 
 getttn’ most of the scabs from the other colonies. Blokes 
 who don’t know the situation in Queensland.
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FRANK He knew the situation, and he scabbed. 
 
MICK  He’s only one man. 

FRANK  What if he’s one of many, Mick? 
 
MICK Shut up. Let’s get the rest of these guns to Watson’s pub.

                             MICK and FRANK carry the box out.
 
EVELYN  [approaching the MAN] How many kids you got? 
 
MAN      Three … 
 
EVELYN  It’s not just pride. We’re stickin’ together for the good of 
 everybody. Including you.
 
MAN  You don’t expect to hear this kind of talk from a woman. 
 My missus is dead against strikin’.
 
EVELYN  Well there’s somethin’ sadly lackin’ in her education. 
 Bring her round here, I’ll soon put her right.
 
MAN  I got too much to lose. 

 He leaves, nursing his injuries.
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SCENE 18. The verandah at Logan Downs homestead.

 FAIRBAIRN has a shotgun and seems anxious. DILLON is 
 beside him. We hear shouting off.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Are they armed, Sergeant? 
 
DILLON  No, sir. Taylor gave us his personal assurance that none of 
 the men are allowed to carry arms out of the camp.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Taylor? 

DILLON  George Taylor, the union organiser from Barcaldine. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Why is he here? Can’t they speak for themselves? 
 
DILLON  Taylor’s a level-headed chap. As long as he’s in charge, he’ll 
 keep the more rebellious types under control.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Let’s hope so. I’d rather have them addressing the free labourers 
 out in the open than sneaking in at night to burn the woolshed.
 
DILLON  These unionists are getting a bit rowdy. I’d better go back.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Escort them from the property when their half-hour’s up. 
 By the front road.
 
DILLON  I understand. 

                             More angry voices off. FRANK comes in.
 
FRANK Why have you called the police, Frederick? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Frank! How did you get up here? 
 
FRANK  Put the gun away, Frederick. I’ve only come to try a little 
 moral suasion on you.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Save your rhetoric for the men in the shed, Frank. 

FRANK If we let you finish this clip with scabs, we might as well kiss 
 our future goodbye. That’s your “freedom of contract”.
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FAIRBAIRN  If I don’t get this clip away, the future of the industry is in 
 danger. It’s your future, too.
 
FRANK  You don’t care about our future.
 
FAIRBAIRN  I’ve got nothing against you personally, Frank. I could use a 
 man with your strength and courage here.

FRANK You offered me a job before, remember? I didn’t like the terms.
 
FAIRBAIRN  This would be a different job. Station overseer. And liaison 
 with other Fairbairn properties.
 
FRANK  You must think I’m a fool. 

FAIRBAIRN  If I did. I wouldn’t be making the offer.
 
FRANK  I don’t have much to call my own, but I do have loyalty. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  To whom? That rabble down there? 
 
FRANK  My mates. Men who are loyal to me. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  This is a chance for advancement. You’re blind. 
 
FRANK  Your history may have been written for you, but I intend to 
 write my own. And if I have to walk all over you to do it, by 
 Christ, I’ll do that, and more.

                             MOIRA comes in behind FRANK, with several books.
 
MOIRA  Oh, Frederick, I’ve packed most of the books … Oh, sorry, I 
 didn’t know you had company …
 
FRANK  [turning] Hello, Moira. 
 
MOIRA  [surprised] Frank. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  You two know each other? 
 
FRANK  What are you doing here? 
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MOIRA  I came out to pick up some books Mr Fairbairn kindly 
 donated to the school.
 
FRANK How did you get out here? 
 
MOIRA  Mr Porter drove me. 
 
FRANK  [indicating FAIRBAIRN] You’re in the enemy’s camp.

MOIRA  He may be your enemy, Frank. He’s not mine. 
 
FRANK You’ve gotta choose which side you’re on. 
 
MOIRA  I’m on no one’s side. 
 
FRANK Then why were you helping us at Sandy Creek? 
 
MOIRA  You asked for help. I gave it. 
 
FRANK  What did he ask you for? 
 
MOIRA  Take your blinkers off, Frank. He’s helping me. He’s helping 
 the school.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Frank would probably think me incapable of generosity. 
 
FRANK Unless there was somethin’ in it for you. 

 DILLON comes in behind FRANK.
 
FAIRBAIRN  I think it’s time you left, Frank. 

FRANK I’ll leave when I’m ready, and I’ll make sure we take all 
 your scabs with us. On the end of a rope, if necessary.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Sergeant Dillon might have the last word on that. 

DILLON  Frank Connolly. You’re trespassing on private property. 
 It’s time to leave.
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FRANK  You workin’ for the Fairbairns now, Dillon? I thought you 
 swore allegiance to old Mother Brown on behalf of all her 
 subjects.
 
DILLON  [striking FRANK] That’s enough cheek, Connolly. Get goin’.
 
FRANK I’ll be back … to work in a union shed! 

 DILLON takes FRANK out.
 
MOIRA  What will they do with him? 

FAIRBAIRN  Release him when they’re off the property. You know him well?
 
MOIRA  Reasonably well. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  I heard you were at the strike camp. 
 
MOIRA  Yes. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Teaching some of the men to read. 
 
MOIRA  Do you disapprove? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  On the contrary, I’m inspired by your … generosity of spirit. 
 That’s what prompted me to give these books to the school … 
 I saw a kindred spirit in you from the first.
 
MOIRA  I’d better get ready. Mr Porter will be back soon. Thanks for 
 the books, Frederick.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Thank you, for the inspiration. 

 MOIRA leaves, but turns to catch the following.

 [looking out] Ah, Dillon’s got them moving off. Now the 
 free labourers can get back to work … With a bit of help 
 from the right people, we’ll be able to put down this 
 rebellion once and for all …
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SCENE 19. Tozer’s office.

 TOZER is at his desk. BYRNES comes in with a large legal 
 tome.
 
BYRNES  [opening book and placing it on desk] Here it is! 
 
TOZER  [looking] Six George Four, one-two-nine … 
 
BYRNES  Yes, but look at Section Three. 

 He guides TOZER down the page. 

TOZER  [after reading] Can we use it? 
 
BYRNES  It was passed in 1825. It’s been repealed in England, but as I 
 read Blackstone, it’s still in force here. [referring to his 
 notes] We’d be acting perfectly within the existing law of 
 this colony to arrest the strike leaders for “conspiracy 
 to prevent employers and workmen from following their 
 calling by intimidation and molestation”.
 
TOZER [after thinking for a moment] Brilliant! I think we’ve got 
 the bastards. I’ll make a list of the men we want and I’ll talk 
 to the police commissioner about a strategy.
 
BYRNES  There are a few dangers. 
 
TOZER  Such as? 
 
BYRNES  Timing, public approval. And this [he produces a folded 
 newspaper] The latest issue of The Worker.
 
TOZER Another article by Lane? 
 
BYRNES  No. The latest political platform of the Labour Federation. 
 It includes a promise to abolish all conspiracy laws.
 
TOZER  So? 

BYRNES  Public opinion is going to be affected.
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TOZER  Who reads The Worker? 
 
BYRNES  I do, Horace … Those conspiring to subvert the 
 Government today could be the Government tomorrow.
 
TOZER That’s a bit of an exaggeration. 
 
BYRNES  [after a pause] You asked me to find a legal remedy for a 
 political Situation. There it is. It will serve both of us very 
 well. Now you’ll have to excuse me. I’ve got work to do.
 
TOZER  So have I! 

 He rushes off with the legal tome.

SCENE 20. Pub kitchen.

 HELEN and EVELYN are packing a basket with food.

HELEN How many men are in the lockup? 
 
EVELYN  There’s the five on remand for grassfires and the nine bein’ 
 sent to Rockhampton. Fourteen. That should be enough food.
 
HELEN Yes, I think so. 
 
EVELYN  The men from the camp’ll be here soon to take it down to them.
 
MOIRA  [entering] If you’re packing food for the prisoners, put in 
 enough for another two.
 
EVELYN  Who? 
 
MOIRA  I don’t know. I just heard there were two more arrested 
 yesterday at the railway station.

 NED walks in with a swag.
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HELEN Ned Barry! You’re a sight for sore eyes! 
 
EVELYN  Ned, thank God you’re back. 
 
NED  Hello, Helen. Hello, sweetheart. 
 
EVELYN  [embracing NED] The kids are dying to see you. 
 
NED  George Taylor was arrested yesterday, so I’ve come back to 
 take over from him.
 
HELEN  Why did they arrest George? 
 
NED  “Conspiracy to intimidate workmen” … They got Julian 
 Stuart as well. Two of our best men.
 
MOIRA  What’s “conspiracy to intimidate”? 

NED Some old law they dug up. They won’t make it stick. 
 
EVELYN  Ned, it might be serious. 
 
NED  Unions are legal now. We’ve got a right to visit the scab sheds.
 
EVELYN  They might come after you, too. 
 
NED  I’m not half as well-known as the others … What’s this? 
 
HELEN Food for the prisoners. 
 
NED I’ll take it down. I want to see George before they throw 
 away the key.
 
EVELYN  Ned, you’ve just got back. Someone else can go down to the 
 lockup this afternoon.
 
NED  Sorry, sweetheart, but I have to do this. George had some 
 letters with him when he was arrested. Union correspondence. 
 They might use it against us.
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EVELYN  We haven’t seen you for three weeks. Isn’t there anyone else 
 in the bloody union can take care of it just this once?
 
NED  I have to find out what happened. If I went home with you 
 now. I wouldn’t be able to sleep, thinkin’ about it.
 
HELEN He’ll be all right, Ev. 
 
EVELYN  [after a pause] Go on then. But you’re going to spend some 
 time with us at home tonight. And you’re not leaving again 
 till the strike’s over.
 
NED  I promise, sweetheart. [leaving] Back in half an hour.
 
EVELYN  Ned, be careful. 
 
HELEN Don’t worry, Ev. 

EVELYN  I don’t know why he has to go and see George today. 

HELEN  Union business, love. Ours not to reason why. 

 FRANK and MICK rush in, with their swags. MICK has his 
 rifle.
 
FRANK I don’t know what game they’re playin’ … 
 
HELEN What’s goin’ on? 
 
MICK  Dillon’s got men out lookin’ for us. 
 
HELEN  What for? 
 
MICK  They decided our little trip to Logan Downs the other day 
 was really a riot.
 
MOIRA  That’s ridiculous. I was there. It wasn’t a riot. 
 
MICK  They’ve arrested the whole Strike Committee, too. 
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MOIRA  The men at Barcaldine as well? 
 
EVELYN  But Ned’s just come from there … 
 
MICK  He’s one of the Committee. 
 
HELEN He just left here. You didn’t see him, did you? 
 
MICK  No. We came through the backyard. 
 
MOIRA  There were a lot of police out in front of the pub. 
 
HELEN  They’re getting serious. 
 
FRANK They’ve sent the traps to hunt us down. 
 
MICK It’s Ballarat all over again. 

 The sound of a whistle off, followed by running and shouting.

DILLON  [off] Stop in the name of Her Majesty! 
 
HELEN What’s that? 
 
EVELYN  Oh, no. Ned … 

 HELEN and EVELYN take off their aprons and run out.

MOIRA  Do you want to stay here? 
 
MICK  Too risky. But I’ll leave this [gives her the rifle] Put it with 
 the others. 

 He points to the box.
 
FRANK  Moira … 
 
MICK  Come on, Frank. 

 He grabs FRANK and bundles him out. 
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 MOIRA doesn’t know what to do, she stands with the rifle. 
 HELEN and EVELYN return.

HELEN It’s all right, Evelyn. 

MOIRA  Are they after Ned? 
 
EVELYN  Yes, but I think he got away. 
 
HELEN  We saw him disappear down the alley behind Porter’s shop.
 
MOIRA  Why do they want Ned? 

HELEN  He’s one of the Strike Committee at Barcaldine. 

 DILLON enters. MOIRA hides MICK’s gun behind her back.
 
DILLON  Forgive my barging in, Mrs Watson. I have reason to believe 
 there are a couple of suspects here.
 
HELEN  There’s no one here, Sergeant. 

 FRANK and MICK rush back in.

FRANK  They’ve surrounded the place. 
 
HELEN Make a liar out of me. 
 
MICK  Sergeant Dillon … How nice to see you … and his lovely 
 new boots.
 
DILLON  By the power vested in me by Her Majesty’s Government, 
 I place you both under arrest …

 MICK and FRANK attempt to bolt, but an armed 
 policeman blocks their path.

 Michael Keegan, you are charged with riot, intimidation, 
 unlawful assembly, and sheep-stealing.
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MICK  Are you sure that’s enough? 
 
DILLON  At least one of them should stick … Frank Connolly, you’re 
 charged with riot, intimidation, and threatening a Justice of 
 the Peace.
 
FRANK Which Justice of the Peace? 
 
DILLON  Mr Frederick Fairbairn. 
 
MICK That’d be right. 
 
FRANK  Still doing Fairbairn’s dirty work. 

 MOIRA goes towards FRANK. DILLON blocks her.
 
DILLON  You’re fortunate there are ladies present, Mr Connolly, or I 
 wouldn’t be so polite. [shouting] Constable!

 An armed policeman leads NED in — in handcuffs, on a chain.

EVELYN  Ned! What have they done to you? 
 
NED They’ve charged me with conspiracy, Ev. 

 Uproar from all present: “What?” “What’s this?” etc.

MOIRA  What are you doing? There’s no need to chain them like 
 animals!
 
FRANK               Stay out of it, Moira. 
 
DILLON  [recognising MOIRA] Miss Maguire, I’m sure the Education 
 Board would be very interested in your association with 
 such people as these.

 HELEN furtively takes the gun from MOIRA and hides 
 it behind her own back. Under the threat of DILLON’s 
 pistol, FRANK and MICK are joined by handcuffs and 
 chained to NED.
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HELEN  It’s none of your business who she associates with. We still 
 have freedom in this country.
 
NED  [holding up his chains] This is Queensland freedom. 
 
MICK  No, mate. It’s freedom of contract. 

 The prisoners are led off, the three women remain on stage.

 After a pause, the actors re-enter and all sing:

ALL  Once there was a time of dreaming 
 'Ere the battle lines were drawn 
 Now the masters’ chains restrain us 
 'Tis the dark before the dawn.
 Do you ever yearn for freedom
 Lying just within our grasp
 Raise your fist against the tyrant 
 Victory will be ours at last.

  END PART ONE
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PART TWO BEGINS

SCENE 21. Lane alone. Writing/reading/speaking.

LANE [to audience] It is typical of the law as it stands, this 
 Rockhampton courtroom … a bare, harsh, unbeautiful 
 place, with a brutal dividing line drawn between the rich 
 and the poor …

 MICK, NED and FRANK, chained together, are marched 
 past by a policeman.

 Foolish some of these prisoners may have been, not one of 
 them but has sought to aid his mates against the oppressor. 
 Not one of them but is being victimised now on general 
 principles for having given that aid. They today, us tomorrow, 
 you some other day. And when our time comes, as theirs 
 has come, may we be as they are, patient, courageous, and 
 fearless, ready for the worst that can be done to us, knowing 
 that we prepare the way for those who will triumph in the end.

SCENE 22. Pub kitchen.

 Night. By candlelight, HELEN is drinking Irish whiskey and 
 doing the accounts, while MOIRA is studying. The rifle box 
 is being used as a seat. HELEN suddenly slams down the 
 account book.

MOIRA Not good? 

HELEN We’re not trading. No cash. Debts are piling up. 
 
MOIRA   It doesn’t help to have a sign in the bar saying “No blacklegs 
 served in this hotel”.
 
HELEN Huh! You’ve got to stick to your principles. Watson was 
 always proud of that sign. Not much of a businessman, old 
 Watson. Neither am I, for that matter.
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MOIRA  Things will improve when the strike’s over. 

HELEN And how long will that be? Anyway, who’s to say what will 
 happen after that? If the squatters win … or the shearers …

MOIRA I keep thinking about it. All those men chained into the 
 railway cattle trucks.

HELEN Freddy Fairbairn finally showed his true colours.
 
MOIRA  It couldn’t have been Frederick. 

HELEN Rioting indeed. 
 
MOIRA He’s not vindictive. He gives to the school, the hospital … 
 
HELEN He can afford to be generous. It’s not his money. He gives 
 the hospital shed fines and unpaid wages. Easy for him to 
 cut a dash with the ladies.
 
MOIRA You make it sound like he’s doing it all to impress me. 
 
HELEN Well, he certainly succeeded in making young Frank jealous.
 
MOIRA What do you mean? 
 
HELEN Frank, the poor bugger. He’s sweet on you. But now he’s 
 thinking you deserve something better than the sort of life 
 Ev’s ended up with. [pause] You should go and see him in 
 Rockhampton while he’s waiting for his trial to start. He 
 probably needs a lift.
 
MOIRA Helen, for heaven’s sake. I can’t think about anything at the 
 moment, except my work. And here you are, trying to be 
 my mother again.

HELEN Yeah. Sorry. Funny thing is, when I first saw you and Frank 
 together, I just wanted to protect you from him.
 
MOIRA Why? 
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HELEN Dunno. Something about him. I was in love with a shearer 
 once. [She pours another drink. Pause.] I was about your 
 age, and not too bad on the eyes. But I didn’t have your 
 education. A bit of flattery went straight to my head.
 
MOIRA What happened? 
 
HELEN I got pregnant. 
 
MOIRA Oh … 
 
HELEN We were going to be married, life was going to be 
 wonderful. Then my shearer took off.
 
MOIRA Did you … ? 
 
HELEN Have the baby? What choice did I have? I ran away from 
 home. Wanted to disappear off the face of the earth.
 
MOIRA Where did you go? 
 
HELEN Brisbane. A good Catholic hospital. 
 
MOIRA And the baby? 
 
HELEN I never saw it. The nuns said it was adopted by a good family.
 
MOIRA Wouldn’t they let you keep it? 
 
HELEN They said “put it all behind you, child, start again, marry, 
 and have other children. No one need ever know about 
 your stigma … ” They knew how to make you feel guilty 
 and ashamed. But during those months I grew to love 
 it, that life I was carrying. I decided I wasn’t ashamed. 
 Then … there was nothing to love. No name, nothing. 
 That’s when I threw in the church. Became a rebel. Took off 
 out west. Worked in pubs. Hittin’ the high life out in Winton. 
 Then one day, Herb Watson came into the bar. Promised 
 me the world. All he gave me was a life of hard work … and 
 no other children … 
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 She pours another drink.
 
MOIRA What did you expect? 
 
HELEN Dunno. Some passion maybe, a bit of excitement. 
 
MOIRA But you’ve got that. To me you’re the perfect example of 
 passion and excitement.
 
HELEN Ha! 
 
MOIRA That’s why I was thrilled about staying here. The way you 
 run this place, you’re always there. All those people who 
 come and go every year. The way they talk about you …
 
HELEN That’s not passion. That’s not excitement. That’s just work. 
 I own a pub, so I work. And I’m not even so sure that 
 I do own a pub! [showing MOIRA the accounts] The Union 
 Mortgage Agency Company. They’re about to pull the 
 rug from under me. What an irony, having “Union” in their 
 name! A lot of faceless men in Melbourne or London or 
 somewhere. The only place I’ve ever felt I’ve belonged in 
 my whole life and it’s probably going to be auctioned, and 
 I’ll be on the run again. [another drink]
 
MOIRA  No. Things’ll change. The men’ll be back. Thirsty hordes, 
 beating a path to your bar. Victorious.

 Short silence.
 
HELEN Those silly bloody shearers. They’ll strut up and down, 
 and make speeches, and the scabs will finish the sheds … 
 No one will shoot anyone. These rifles we’re sitting on will 
 never be used. There won’t be blood flowing in the streets 
 of Clermont, or Barcaldine. We don’t have that sort of 
 passion here in this country.
 
MOIRA  That’s a good thing. I don’t want to live in a country where 
 there’s a revolution every year.
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HELEN Sometimes I think it’d be better than living in a country 
 where the squatters and the shearers have cricket matches.
 
MOIRA There’s nothing wrong with that. 
 
HELEN They’re mortal enemies. What does that tell you about 
 honesty? None of us is really honest. Me least of all. 

 Silence.

 Watson was a good man. Bright in lots of ways. Showed me 
 where the battle lines are drawn. But I was never honest 
 with him. Love was the one thing I could never feel for him. 
 He knew.
 
MOIRA But you shared a love for this pub. 
 
HELEN And now it belongs to the finance companies, just like half 
 the sheep runs in Queensland. I’m a fine example to be 
 hiding guns for the shearers and talking republic … But I 
 can see what’s coming. It’s the likes of Union Mortgage 
 that’ll end up owning every one of us. We’ll all become 
 restless wanderers, going from job to job. No roots. No 
 permanence. Like shearers on the wallaby track.

 Silence. HELEN pours another drink.

 I used to think my shearer would come into the bar one day … 
 just another shearer, drinking another cheque. I used to 
 have long debates with myself about what I would do if he 
 turned up. Would I refuse to serve him … or pack up and 
 leave with him? You know, I never could answer either 
 question.
 
DILLON [entering] Good evening, Mrs Watson. Miss Maguire. 
 
HELEN I didn’t hear you knock, Sergeant. 
 
DILLON You must forgive me if I forget the niceties, Mrs Watson, 
 I’m a busy man.
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HELEN Busy interfering with innocent people. 
 
DILLON Meaning? 
 
HELEN Meaning I’ve been around long enough to recognise a 
 troublemaker.
 
DILLON Even such prominent local identities as yourself are not 
 past making trouble, Mrs Watson. [near the box of guns] 
 I have reason to believe there is a quantity of firearms in 
 this building, in contravention of a Government decree.
 
HELEN What do you intend to do about it? 
 
DILLON Have my men search the premises. The unionists are 
 getting restless waiting for the outcome of the 
 Rockhampton trial. If there are weapons here, I’ll find them 
 before they can be used in an uprising.
 
HELEN The Government decree applies only to the shearers’ camps. 
 Do you have authority to search private premises, Sergeant?
 
DILLON [patting his revolver] I have all the authority I need. 
 
HELEN Moira, go upstairs and tell Mr Lane to bring his notebook 
 and pencil down. He might get a story for his newspaper.
 
DILLON Which Mr Lane are you referring to? 
 
HELEN  Mr William Lane, editor of The Worker. 

 DILLON hesitates.

 Now, Sergeant. You were saying something about an 
 authority, or a search warrant?
 
DILLON Let that be for the moment. I will return with the necessary 
 authority.
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HELEN I’m sure you will. 
 
DILLON Don’t think you’ve outsmarted me, Mrs Watson. I’ll have 
 the last laugh.
 
HELEN I wouldn’t have thought you’d be terribly interested in laughter.
 
DILLON I don’t hear much laughter coming from your bar. In fact I 
 don’t hear anything coming from your bar. I would have 
 thought you’d have more sense than to support the very 
 men who are cutting your throat.
 
HELEN It disturbs you, doesn’t it? 
 
DILLON Not at all. The strike is useless. The wool clip is reaching 
 the wharves at Rockhampton just like a normal season. 
 Life goes on. Our presence is protecting the very industry 
 that keeps this town alive. Why can’t you see reason?
 
MOIRA Reason? Your presence has brought nothing but hatred and 
 confusion!
 
DILLON That reminds me, Miss Maguire. I’ve brought something for 
 you. [taking a letter from his pocket] A letter for you from 
 the Government Agent’s office. Good evening. 

 He drops the letter on the table and leaves.
 
MOIRA William Lane is not really here, is he? 
 
HELEN No, of course not. I thought it might stall Dillon and give us 
 time to hide these …
 
MOIRA Where? 
 
HELEN The “cellar”. 
 
MOIRA You don’t have a cellar. 
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HELEN Just down the corridor, there’s a false floor, under the carpet. 
 We’ve used it before.
 
MOIRA [opening the letter] To hide guns? 

HELEN Guns, money, people. Depends what they’re lookin’ for. 
 This is a sort of unofficial union headquarters.
 
MOIRA How’d you know about all that warrant business? 
 
HELEN I don’t. I was bluffing. [MOIRA is reading the letter] Read 
 that later, Moira. We’ve got to hide these … What is it?
 
MOIRA From the Education Board. I’ve been dismissed … 
 
HELEN No … Why? 
 
MOIRA Because I’m staying here, “at a public house” … 
 
HELEN [taking the letter, reads] … consorting with undesirable 
 elements … an unfit person to teach children … ”
 
MOIRA I don’t understand … It must be a mistake … I’ll appeal. 
 
HELEN Oh, you poor love, who to? 
 
MOIRA The Education Board. 
 
HELEN The Board is full of people like Dillon … and Fairbairn. 
 
MOIRA I can’t accept this … There must be something I can do. 
 
HELEN [as if to herself] Soon as you pick a side, they make you pay … 
 [to MOIRA] That’s how the ruling class operates, Moira.
 
MOIRA [the realisation hits her] I just wanted to teach, Helen, I 
 love teaching.
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HELEN Look at us. Both kicked in the teeth. Just for tryin’ to do our 
 jobs … It’s a hard country, this. It’s full of old, hard men, 
 driven by greed and meanness. Some of that meanness 
 gets inside you and poisons your soul, and you begin to die 
 from the inside out … No one ever knocks on the door 
 and brings you good news, tells you that all your dreams 
 have come true, everything you lost has been found … 
 If ever I was going to pick up one of these things [she takes 
 a rifle from the box] and use it, now might well be the time.

SCENE 23. The cells at the Rockhampton courthouse.

 FRANK and MICK are in leg-irons. On the edge of the 
 stage, a guard ushers LANE in. He peers into the dimness. 
 The guard hovers in the shadows.
 
LANE Hello … 
 
FRANK G’day. Who’s that? 
 
LANE I’m looking for George Taylor. 
 
FRANK He’s not here. 
 
LANE Sorry. 
 
FRANK Who are you? 
 
LANE Will Lane. 
 
FRANK Will Lane! Come in. Mick, it’s Will Lane! 
 
LANE I’ve only got ten minutes. 
 
FRANK  Frank Connolly. I’ve been looking forward to meeting you 
 for years. This is Mick Keegan.
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MICK G’day, Billy. 
 
LANE What are you in for? 
 
FRANK We’re charged with riot … 
 
MICK … intimidation … 

FRANK … and threatening a Justice of the Peace who also happens 
 to be a squatter …
 
MICK And sheep-stealing. 
 
LANE The Being There and Other Offences Act. 
 
MICK Somethin’ like that. 
 
LANE Has your trial started? 
 
MICK Yesterday. 
 
LANE What are your chances? 
 
FRANK We’ll be right. They haven’t got a case. 
 
LANE Well, keep your spirits up, lads. I’d better keep looking for 
 George Taylor and the Strike Committee.
 
FRANK What’s happenin’ with the Strike Committee? How’s the 
 trial going?
 
LANE Have you heard nothing about it? 
 
FRANK No, they keep us apart. 
 
MICK Bad influence on each other. 
 
LANE It’s not looking good. They’ve charged all fourteen of the 
 Committee with twenty-six counts of conspiracy.
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MICK Twenty-six? What sort of evidence have they got? 
 
LANE Flimsy. But Harding, the judge, is treating it like a murder 
 trial. It’ll last for weeks.
 
MICK What does their jury look like? 
 
LANE Ordinary sort of men. But public opinion’s so divided, they 
 had trouble agreeing on the twelve.
 
FRANK At least they’ll get a fair trial. The jury’ll see 'em right. 
 
MICK We can only hope so. How long are you in town for, Billy?
 
LANE I’m covering the conspiracy trial for The Worker. 
 
FRANK Come out west. Visit the strike camps. Talk to the men. 
 
LANE I have to get back to Brisbane. I’ve got a family. 
 
FRANK But all their leaders are locked up. Your words would mean 
 a lot to them.
 
LANE The paper won’t run itself. 
 
FRANK They all read The Worker. A lot are interested in the South 
 American scheme.
 
LANE Are they really? 
 
FRANK Once I get out of this flea-pit I could take you right through 
 the west.
 
LANE I wouldn’t want to inconvenience you. 
 
FRANK No, Will, it’d be a pleasure. 
 
LANE Thanks for the offer, Frank. I’ll give it some thought. Now 
 I’d better keep looking for George Taylor and the others.
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FRANK Where will I find you? 
 
LANE [leaving] I’m staying at the Criterion. 
 
FRANK I hope you come out to the camps. 
 
MICK Yeah. The blokes could do with a gee-up. 

SCENE 24. Lane alone, writing/reading/speaking.
 
LANE In the prisoners’ dock are the bushmen, rough-looking men, 
 roughly dressed, with broad, browned hands. I saw them 
 in a dark, windowless, ill-ventilated cell, two hours ago, and 
 they looked a pretty rough lot. And so would Judge Harding 
 and these aristocratic squatters, if they were inducted into 
 the same conditions. But if you were to see these men out 
 west, as I have seen them, camping under the starry sky and 
 gathering in on horseback to the great bush meetings, free-
 handed and free-hearted, open as children and true as steel, 
 you would not have said they were “rough-looking” then. 
 You would have said that they fitted — but they don’t fit here.

SCENE 25. Pub kitchen.

 HELEN is working. FAIRBAIRN comes in.
 
HELEN You’ve got a nerve, showing your face here. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Are you going to throw me out? 
 
HELEN Depends on what you want. 
 
FAIRBAIRN I’d like to see Moira. 
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HELEN I don’t think Moira should see you. 
 
FAIRBAIRN With all due respect, Mrs Watson, are you her mother? 
 
HELEN No, Mr Fairbairn, I’m not her mother. [calling out] Moira, 
 you have a visitor.

 MOIRA comes in. HELEN looks at FAIRBAIRN for a moment, 
 then leaves.
 
MOIRA Hello. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  No smile? 
 
MOIRA Not after the so-called “riot” at Logan Downs. 

FAIRBAIRN If men break the law, they should expect to be arrested.
 
MOIRA Men I know are in jail. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  I’ve got the buggy, I came to take you for a spin. 
 
MOIRA I don’t feel like it. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Have I offended you, Moira? 
 
MOIRA I’m sorry, Frederick. I can’t just carry on as before. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Surely I needn’t feel ashamed to come here and ask you out.
 
MOIRA You were responsible for having Frank Connolly arrested.
 
FAIRBAIRN The law is the law. I didn’t make it. 
 
MOIRA But you use it. 
 
FAIRBAIRN We’re kindred spirits, remember? Friends. 
 
MOIRA I have other friends. Other loyalties. 
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FAIRBAIRN Loyalties? When I met you on the train you didn’t have any.
 
MOIRA That was four and a half months ago. My life’s been turned 
 around since then.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Teaching in a sleepy little hamlet like this is hardly enough 
 to turn your life around.
 
MOIRA It is when you’re prevented from doing it. 

FAIRBAIRN  Has something happened? 
 
MOIRA You don’t know? I got the sack. 

 MOIRA looks at FAIRBAIRN. He avoids her eyes.

 Did you know … ?
 
FAIRBAIRN  I … heard something. 
 
MOIRA Did you do nothing to stop it? 
 
FAIRBAIRN  What could I do? 
 
MOIRA You’re a Justice of the Peace, a magistrate. You could have 
 put in a word for me.
 
FAIRBAIRN I can’t interfere with the workings of the Government. 
 
MOIRA  But you’re quite happy to use the police to keep unionists 
 off your property. You’re quite willing to accept money for 
 hiring your horses to the Defence Force.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Moira, don’t be like this. I thought we might spend some 
 more time together now that …
 
MOIRA Now that I haven’t got a job? I’m beginning to think you 
 arranged it this way.
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FAIRBAIRN  You’d stop teaching eventually … to get married. What’s the 
 difference?
 
MOIRA The difference is I’ve been prevented … and for no good 
 reason. You knew how much I loved my work.
 
FAIRBAIRN  You’ll feel different, in time. 
 
MOIRA I already feel different. I’m determined not to let you or any 
 education board, or any government, ruin my life. 

 She goes to leave.
 
FAIRBAIRN Moira, this is silly. Why can’t we … 

MOIRA [calling out] Helen! 

 HELEN comes in.

 Would you please tell Mr Fairbairn there are some things 
 he cannot own. 

 She leaves.
 
HELEN Don’t take it too badly. There are plenty of other “ducks on 
 the pond”, aren’t there?
 
FAIRBAIRN  You know that’s not true. 
 
HELEN But then, you’re used to getting what you want, aren’t you? 
 Do you need someone to show you out?
 
FAIRBAIRN  There’s no need to be discourteous, Mrs Watson. 
 
HELEN While I still own this pub, I’ll be as discourteous as I please. 
 Good day.
 
FAIRBAIRN  [leaving] Good day. 
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SCENE 26.  The cells at the Rockhampton courthouse.

 MICK and FRANK are still in leg-irons. MICK sleeps 
 uneasily. FRANK stares blankly, squeezing a rubber ball. 
 MOIRA is ushered in by a guard. It takes FRANK a 
 moment to recognise her.
 
FRANK I’m sorry you had to see me like this. 
 
MOIRA What do you mean? 
 
FRANK Chained like a dog. 
 
MOIRA Frank, you don’t have to apologise to me. [indicating 
 MICK] Is he all right?
 
FRANK He’s been a bit crook. But he’s just sleepin’ now. How come 
 you’re here in Rockie? Kids burn the school down?
 
MOIRA I … I had to visit some relatives … I’m glad to see your 
 spirits are up, anyway.

FRANK You don’t make a good liar. 
 
MOIRA I …
 
FRANK What’s up? 
 
MOIRA I … got the sack. 
 
FRANK I’m sorry … 

 MOIRA shrugs. 

 Dillon.
 
MOIRA Yes. 
 
FRANK It’s all my fault. I should never have got you involved. 
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MOIRA Nonsense, Frank. I made my own decisions. [pause] 
 I’ll leave it a couple of years and re-apply.
 
FRANK That’s the easy way out. You should make a stand. Take 'em 
 to court.
 
MOIRA They’re sacking railwaymen for supporting the strikers. 
 What chance have I got? Even if I could afford lawyers, no 
 magistrate in Queensland would dare go against the 
 Government in this atmosphere.
 
FRANK Maybe Will Lane’s right. The whole system’s stacked against us.
 
MOIRA I know I’ve been unfairly treated. I don’t have to prove 
 anything. I can wait. I need time to think, anyway.

 Silence.
 
FRANK I’ve been doing some thinking myself. [pause] About goin’ 
 to South America. Lane’s been to see me a couple of times.
 
MOIRA I didn’t know you took it so seriously. 

FRANK I was wondering if you were interested … 

 Silence.

 It won’t get started for a while, but when I’m out of here, 
 and this strike is over, it’ll be the sort of thing a man could 
 easily put his hand to.
 
MOIRA Frank … what … you don’t understand me at all. No, I 
 think it’s … wrong.
 
FRANK It might be good. No governments, no squatters, no need to 
 strike. It could be the start of a broad socialist movement 
 that’ll sweep the world.
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MOIRA You’re in love with Will Lane and his rhetoric. It’s a 
 romantic dream with no hope of fulfilment. Socialism 
 is here, isn’t it? — with the unions, getting the vote for 
 itinerant workers, for women, getting more working class 
 people into parliament. There are only two there now, 
 among all those squatters. They’re like a voice in the 
 wilderness …
 
FRANK How can you be so sure it won’t work? 
 
MOIRA  Well, for one thing, I’ve seen your attitude to Chinese and 
 coloureds. And Lane’s attitude. All these western Queensland 
 bushmen that he’s so proud of … do you think he’s going to 
 let them look for wives among the native women? Do you 
 think there won’t be divisions of opinion, like there are here? 
 One month without drink and you’ll be at each other’s throats.

 Silence.
 
FRANK Look, Moira, I was going to ask you this first … 
 
MOIRA To marry you? 
 
FRANK Yes. Will you? 
 
MOIRA I don’t know. 

 Silence.
 
FRANK Has Frederick Fairbairn made you a better offer? 
 
MOIRA Fairbairn’s got nothing to do with it, Frank. I don’t just go 
 with the highest bidder … You know that it’s you I’m fond of.
 
FRANK [passionately] Well, come with me, then. Leave the old 
 century here to die, Moira. We can plan a future together.
 
MOIRA [snatching the rubber ball from FRANK] Frank, look 
 around you. You’re in jail! You know how ruthless they are. 
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MOIRA They could put you away for years. You’re making plans for 
 a future that doesn’t belong to you.
 
FRANK The jury’s made up of ordinary Australian working men, 
 like me. I believe in their good judgement. Mick and I will 
 be out of here tomorrow, free as a bird.
 
MOIRA [pause] South America’s an illusion, Frank. It’s doomed to 
 failure.
 
FRANK Can you talk about success? They won’t even let you teach here!
 
MICK [waking with a start] Wha … What? … 
 
FRANK Take it easy, old-timer. 

 MICK is calmed, FRANK reaches out and touches MOIRA 
 on the cheek.

 Promise me you’ll think about what I said,
 
MOIRA Yes, Frank, I’ll think about it, 

 MOIRA throws the rubber ball back to FRANK. She smiles.

SCENE 27. Vincent Porter’s general store.

 Daytime. PORTER works behind the counter. EVELYN 
 comes in.

EVELYN   Mr Porter, was that a wagon-load of your tucker I saw 
 yesterday going out to Logan Downs?
 
PORTER  Mrs Barry, I’m just trying to make a living. 
 
EVELYN And Ned was tryin’ to make a living. That’s why he was on 
 strike. And that’s why he’s in Rockhampton jail now … 
 while you’re doin’ business with the men who put him there.
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PORTER I don’t see what it’s got to do with you. 

 HELEN comes in with PORTER’s empty basket.
 
EVELYN The unions arranged with you to supply the camps as 
 long as you didn’t supply the stations. I could get the camp 
 orders stopped tomorrow.
 
PORTER  You won’t get the goods you want elsewhere at the price I’ve 
 been able to give you. Unless you go to the Chinamen. And 
 the union won’t approve of that.
 
HELEN Mr Porter, are you supplying the stations? 
 
PORTER Not on a regular basis, There was a temporary interruption 
 to their supplies because of the railway boycott.
 
HELEN Still, it does contravene the agreement with the camps. 
 And it could affect my order, too.
 
PORTER  Now, Helen, there’s no need for that kind of talk. 
 
HELEN I thought you were a union man. 
 
PORTER  I am, Helen. But I’m also a business man. 

EVELYN  And a government man. And a squatter’s man. And a scab’s man.
 
PORTER  A man of lesser temperament might be offended by such 
 accusations.
 
EVELYN  You should be offended by doing business with scabs while 
 decent men are in jail.
 
PORTER  I’ve been a grocer all my working life. If I made sure 
 everyone had a union ticket before they bought anything in 
 my shop, I wouldn’t survive.
 
EVELYN  Makin’ sure everyone in the shed has a ticket is the only 
 way the union can survive!
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PORTER  Ladies, ladies, society is a well-oiled piece of machinery. 
 Each part has to work properly so that all the other parts 
 can work too. Even Will Lane would tell you that.
 
HELEN He would also tell you, Vincent, that sometimes you have to 
 stop the machinery to see who it’s working for.

 HELEN places the empty basket on the counter, takes off 
 PORTER’s brooch, places it beside the basket and walks out 
 with EVELYN.

SCENE 28. A hotel in Rockhampton.

 In his room, LANE has fallen asleep while reading. Outside 
 in the corridor, FRANK, in an expansive mood, followed by 
 a more subdued MOIRA, is looking for LANE’s room.
 
FRANK Will! Will! Which room are you in? 
 
VOICE Not in this one, you noisy bastard! 
 
MOIRA [counting room numbers off] Eighteen, twenty, twenty-two …
 
FRANK Will! Will? 
 
MOIRA Frank! Quietly … 
 
FRANK [bursting into room] I’m free! I beat the mongrels, 
 
LANE [waking with a start] What? Oh … 
 
FRANK The jury was out all of five minutes. I told you they wouldn’t 
 let me down. Not guilty on all charges.

LANE Congratulations, Frank. 

FRANK What’s the matter, Will? 

LANE I was having a bad dream. 
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 MOIRA is hovering at the door.
 
FRANK Oh, this is Moira Maguire. Will Lane. 
 
LANE How do you do? Please come in. 
 
MOIRA I told Frank not to disturb you … 
 
LANE That’s quite all right. I shouldn’t have fallen asleep …
 Well, Frank, I suppose you’re off to celebrate.
 
FRANK I’ll celebrate when the Strike Committee is acquitted, too.
 
LANE You might have a long wait. 
 
MOIRA They say Harding took a whole day to sum up. 
 
LANE And the jury’s been out for one day already. They can’t 
 agree, but Harding keeps sending them back.
 
MOIRA That’s a bad sign. 
 
FRANK Why? It means they aren’t going to knuckle under. 
 
LANE I can’t take any more. I’m going back to Brisbane, I’m 
 anxious to see my family.

FRANK But … what about coming out west? 
 
LANE You really think I should? 
 
FRANK Yes. There are ten thousand men anxious to see you. 
 You can do a lot of good out there.

LANE I can’t visit every strike camp in the west. That’ll take till 
 Christmas.

FRANK We’ll start with Sandy Creek and Capella, then get the train 
 out to Barcaldine. They’re the main ones.

LANE I’d feel better if I could bring the bushmen some good news.
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FRANK They don’t want news from you. They want inspiration. 
 
LANE I can’t inspire men when their cause looks so hopeless. 
 
FRANK The men can see beyond a crooked judge. Anyway, the 
 verdict hasn’t been given. I’ll back the jury.
 
MOIRA The only thing in British justice you can believe in. 

LANE Maybe, but this jury is useless. Day after day I’ve watched 
 Judge Harding browbeat them. I can see abject submission 
 written all over their faces. The union leaders aren’t on trial 
 here, Moira, society is on trial. This is a class war. The jury 
 will deliver the verdict Harding wants them to deliver.
 
FRANK They’ll see us right. 
 
LANE This is the big one, Frank. They want to put the leaders away. 
 They want to stop unionism.
 
FRANK That’s even more reason for you to come out west. 

 Silence.
 
LANE   When you woke me just now, I’d been dreaming about my 
 childhood, back in Bristol. Every day on the way home from 
 school, I had to walk past the manor house. There was a high 
 wall surrounding the property. I hated that wall. You’d see 
 the lord of the manor and his friends and family, coming 
 and going through the gate. You’d hear their laughter in the 
 carriage as it went past. Beyond the wall was a life of luxury 
 and privilege, which wasn’t meant for the likes of me. I would 
 walk by, dragging this useless leg along as though it were a 
 bag of stones. I’d forgotten how much I hated those people 
 until I saw Harding sitting there on the bench. [pause] In 
 all the years I spent in the United States, I never saw one 
 white man who acted on the assumption he was naturally 
 superior to another.

FRANK Harding’s a piece of scum, like all judges. Forget him. 
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LANE In my dream. I was climbing the wall. My leg was 
 miraculously cured. I was full of strength and inspiration. 
 Full of hope. I got to the top of the wall, and I started falling. 
 Everything vanished, I couldn’t tell where I was, it was dark, 
 my leg began to hurt again … I have the same dream, over 
 and over.
 
FRANK It’s just a bad dream. 
 
MOIRA It’s a good thing we woke you. 
 
LANE Then again, I’ve been lame since birth. I wouldn’t know 
 what to do with two good legs.
 
FRANK What are you gonna do? 
 
LANE Let’s go west. 

SCENE 29. Clermont Railway Station.

 The Eureka flag is suddenly unfurled. LANE has just arrived 
 and speaks to a large crowd. MOIRA writes minutes, getting 
 more and more interested in LANE’s ideas. FRANK notices this.
 
UNIONISTS  Hooray for Billy Lane! 

 Cheering, clapping.
 
LANE Thank you for coming here to meet the train, comrades. 
 I’m happy to be here in Clermont at last, even though I’ve 
 been here with you in spirit since the strike began almost 
 five months ago. I’m sorry I can’t bring you any definite 
 news about your union leaders. The jury’s been out two 
 days already and God alone knows when they’ll be back. 
 But last week, another of your organisers here, Frank Connolly, 
 was acquitted of charges arising out of incidents defending 
 his rights as a unionist …
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 The crowd cheers FRANK. He acknowledges them.

LANE … and that should give you, as it gives me, abundant hope 
 that even with a squatter’s pawn like Harding on the bench, 
 justice will eventually be done in Queensland.
 
UNIONIST  We’ll see to it, Will. 
 
LANE These gatherings put me in mind me of the very roots of 
 democracy — ordinary people, out of necessity and with 
 deep resentment for injustice, forcing society to bring about 
 the changes for which humanity itself cries out. And the 
 cries of humanity will not be silenced until all men and 
 women are free, equal participants in the great onward 
 march of the human race itself. The strong helping the weak, 
 teaching them, giving the gift of understanding, patience, 
 and love. Until the weak themselves become strong and are 
 able to render the same service to their fellows.
 
UNIONISTS  Hear, hear! 

LANE  I know that a lot of you have been interested in the 
 South America Cooperative Settlement scheme, and many 
 have already contributed money, including quite a few of 
 the men who are standing trial in Rockhampton.
 
UNIONIST  No jury will stop us! 
 
EVELYN  God love you, Billy. 
 
LANE After we win this strike, there could be no finer adventure, 
 and no finer way to put humanity back on the right course. 
 We’ll start organising the scheme again soon, so if you’re 
 interested, see me later. Thank you.
 
UNIONISTS  Hooray for Billy Lane! 

 With cheering, the meeting breaks up into small groups.
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UNIONIST  Will, have you got any more pamphlets about the 
 Settlement Scheme?
 
LANE Yes, here. 

 He gives the UNIONIST a pamphlet from his bag.
 
MOIRA [to LANE] We can take some out to the strike camp. 
 
FRANK [leaving] I’ll go and get the wagon.
 
LANE   [to MOIRA] This verdict had better come through soon. 
 I can’t keep everybody’s hopes up forever.
 
MOIRA Mick Keegan’s going to wait here for the telegraph.
 
LANE There’s going to be a lot of disappointment here. 
 
MOIRA You really think so? 
 
LANE Yes … 

 EVELYN and HELEN, who have been in the crowd, 
 approach LANE.
 
EVELYN   [to LANE] Thanks, Billy. I’ve had my doubts over the last 
 few months, but you’ve cheered me up a lot. I know Ned 
 would have wanted to be here tonight. This is Helen 
 Watson. You’ll be stayin’ at her pub,
 
LANE [shaking HELEN’s hand] Mrs Watson. Nice to be here in 
 Clermont.
 
HELEN Not before time. Will Lane. 
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SCENE 30. Tozer’s office.
 
TOZER Defamation? 
 
BYRNES No … 
 
TOZER  Sedition? 
 
BYRNES  No …
 
TOZER Contempt? 
 
BYRNES No … Vague statements about society and class war are 
 hardly seditious …
 
TOZER Damn you, Byrnes! I want Lane’s head on a plate! 
 
BYRNES  And as to defamation … 
 
TOZER He has ridiculed a Justice of the Supreme Court. 
 
BYRNES  The judge himself is the best person to decide whether 
 there’s been contempt.
 
TOZER I want to have a case prepared. 
 
BYRNES  At the judge’s request? 

TOZER No. At my request. Thomas, Harding’s an old sot. Give 
 him a chance to throw a few socialists in jail now and then, 
 and he’s happy enough. But if Lane is still free, he’ll swing a 
 lot of public opinion round to his side.
 
BYRNES  We can’t prevent freedom of speech. 
 
TOZER Six George Four was a master stroke. 
 
BYRNES And you want me to pull another rabbit out of the hat? 
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TOZER If we can dispose of Lane according to the due process of law, 
 even Griffith will have second thoughts about exonerating 
 him. Premiers never like attaching themselves to lost causes.
 
BYRNES  Quite so. 
 
TOZER We’ve got to get Lane away from the camps. 
 
BYRNES  Or better still, get the camps away from Lane … 
 
TOZER That’s it. Smash the camps … 

                             Silence.

 What’s the matter, Thomas? Your conscience troubling you?
 
BYRNES What do you mean? 
 
TOZER Divided loyalties … 
 
BYRNES  The law is without prejudice, Horace. 
 
TOZER I mean, most of the fellows we’re locking up are both Irish 
 and Catholic.
 
BYRNES [leaving] They take their chances. 
 
TOZER Good man. You’ll go far. 

SCENE 31. A street.

 As DILLON reads a proclamation, various unionists and 
 others make derogatory remarks and gestures.
 
DILLON  By the authority vested in me by Her Majesty’s 
 Government, I hereby give warning that any interference 
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DILLON with or intimidation of persons going about their lawful 
 avocations is punishable by law. Further, I serve notice 
 to all able-bodied men in the western districts of 
 Queensland that the Government is fully prepared to 
 guarantee protection, and provide rations, until work 
 is found, to all men desirous of accepting work. This 
 proclamation shall remain in force until further notice. 
 God save the Queen!

 PORTER is in the crowd. He notices that DILLON is 
 standing in his socks.

PORTER  Were those boots too tight, Sergeant? 
 
DILLON Some bloody shearer stole 'em … 

SCENE 32. Pub kitchen.

 HELEN is doing the accounts and drinking whiskey. 
 The box of files is there. EVELYN comes in.
 
HELEN Is Will Lane going to rough it with his followers tonight, 
 or is he coming back here?
 
EVELYN  They’re on their way back now. 
 
HELEN Good. 
 
EVELYN Will was very inspiring at the rally. He made me feel 
 hopeful. Ned’ll get through this trial all right. It’s a 
 trumped up charge, Helen. Frank seems to think none of 
 the fourteen will be convicted — the jury’s made up of 
 ordinary working men.

HELEN I’ve seen working men do pretty strange things under pressure.
 
EVELYN  Even if he gets off, there’s two months in custody he’s done.
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HELEN And for what? For being a unionist. 
 
EVELYN  Two months in a cold, stone cell. It won’t do his arthritis 
 any good. Look what it’s done to Mick.
 
HELEN How’s young Ned’s eyes? 
 
EVELYN  Still bad. Bloody sandy blight. I hope the others don’t get it.

 MOIRA, FRANK and LANE come in. LANE has books.
 
LANE Good evening, Mrs Watson. 
 
HELEN Well, what did you think of the Sandy Creek Camp, Will? 
 Is it the beginning of the revolution?
 
LANE It could well be. 
 
HELEN I suppose you gathered a few recruits for South America?
 
LANE I … spoke about it to a few of the men, yes. 
 
EVELYN  [to LANE] Any news yet? 
 
LANE No. 
 
EVELYN I’ll put the kettle on. 
 
HELEN [offering whiskey] Maybe the boys would like something 
 a bit stronger. This might be the time to say farewell to the 
 old place. Come on, let’s call it a wake.
 
LANE No, thank you, Mrs Watson. I don’t drink. 

HELEN What about you, Moira? 
 
MOIRA [looking at LANE] No, thank you. I have to be up early for 
 the train to Barcaldine.
 
HELEN What about you, Frank? 
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FRANK [fearing LANE’s disapproval] No … thanks. 
 
HELEN Well, looks like I’ll have to have a Jimmy Woodser …
 [raising her glass] May God bless her and all who’ve sailed 
 in her …[drinks] Somebody must have heard something.
 
FRANK There’s no fear on that score. The jury will see through 
 Harding’s persuasion.
 
LANE I don’t share Frank’s optimism. 
 
HELEN Neither do I. Sorry, Evelyn. 
 
MOIRA Mick Keegan’s waiting at the railway station for a telegraph 
 message. The jury’s been sent back twice already. If they 
 don’t come to a decision soon, they’ll starve to death.

LANE They haven’t got the right conditions for clear thinking with 
 Harding lording it over them.
 
HELEN “Clear thinking” isn’t going to help anyone if the 
 Government decides to use the nine pounder out there, or 
 the Nordenfeldt, to disperse the camps … That’s what this is 
 all about. Who’s got the superior strength.
 
LANE Political representation is coming. Nothing can stop it. 
 
HELEN Those big guns might. They’re right through the west! 
 
LANE It’s all bluff. 

HELEN Maybe we’ll have to fight them now. Otherwise, it’s puttin’ 
 off the inevitable. You’re the one who talks about the class war.
 
LANE It’s a political war. 
 
HELEN Without ammunition, without soldiers. No one left in the 
 front line. All the tall, straight, western bushmen have gone 
 over the seas to fairyland.
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LANE [trying to take all this in good humour] Aha! But they’ll 
 come back even taller and straighter and knock the stuffing 
 out of the tyrants, and then we’ll have the last laugh.
 
HELEN You come here and “discover” the labour movement … and 
 after a few short years, without ever gettin’ your hands dirty, 
 you think you can show everybody in western Queensland 
 the path to the future … and you use your silver tongue to 
 tempt the cream of the working class away to South America …
 
MOIRA Helen … 
 
HELEN Why not go out and be part of the Alice River settlement at 
 Barcaldine? If you’re so in love with the tall, straight western 
 bushmen, go and join them. Don’t take them away from 
 Queensland, from the movement that’s going to need them.
 
LANE Alice River would still be subject to Queensland law. 
 
HELEN Why should that matter to someone who has no roots here 
 anyway?
 
LANE [after a pause] Apart from the blacks, none of us have roots 
 here.
 
HELEN You’ll never have roots anywhere, Will Lane. Because you 
 don’t care for the land, the people, or their history. You only 
 care for yourself … and your own dreams.

 A short silence, then MICK comes in. He sees EVELYN.
 
FRANK Mick! 

EVELYN You’ve heard something, haven’t you?

MOIRA What’s the verdict?
 
MICK Three years hard labour. 
 
FRANK [astonished] Guilty? 
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MICK They found twelve of the fourteen guilty. 
 
EVELYN Who? 
 
MICK Sorry, Ev. 
 
EVELYN Oh, God … 
 
MICK Isaac Fry and Tommy Ryan were acquitted. The jury made a 
 plea for leniency, but Harding just laughed at 'em. Three 
 years at St Helena.

 Silence. FRANK is dumbfounded. MICK pours himself a 
 drink.

FRANK Three years hard labour … It’s just not right. 
 
MOIRA It’s how you said it would be, Will.
 
HELEN [comforting EVELYN] What are we going to do? 
 
MICK What else can we do, but cop it sweet? 

EVELYN  Ned was going to take the kids fishing. 
 
FRANK [opening the gun box] It’s time we got serious. We have to 
 fight on.
 
MICK How? 

FRANK We’ve got spirit, haven’t we? This is why we’ve been hiding 
 these things, isn’t it? [he brandishes a rifle] We’ve got the 
 strength. Now’s the time.
 
MICK Doesn’t matter how many guns you’ve got. We’ve already lost.
 
FRANK [indicating rifle] This is their authority. It might just as well 
 be ours. There’s ten thousand of us. And thousands more in 
 sympathy. We can rouse every western camp to action in 
 twenty-four hours. 
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 Tries to give guns out. Only HELEN takes one.
 
HELEN They’re probably all thinking the same right now, anyway.

MICK You bloody idiot. You can’t just rely on your numbers. 
 
FRANK Why not? We can overrun all the troopers and the police 
 put together. 

 He holds the rifle aggressively.
 
LANE   They’re not your only enemy. The squatters and the money 
 men own the Government. They own the judges. They can 
 afford to sit back and wait while you and the military shoot 
 each other. It doesn’t even matter to them if the Government 
 falls. They can find another one.
 
HELEN Is that it, then? Do we just curl up and die? 
 
MICK No. We retreat, and regroup. We organise. 
 
HELEN We’re already organised. 
 
MICK The same trouble’ll blow up again. Next time, we can be ready.
 
FRANK Bullshit! This battle’s not over. We can mount five hundred 
 men in half an hour, cut the telegraph wires, ride down to 
 Rockhampton and release the twelve. The Labour Federation 
 would back us up and organise the west from Brisbane.
 
MICK I wouldn’t bet on that. 
 
LANE What are you going to do then? Set up the Strike Committee 
 back in Barcaldine and carry on as normal?
 
HELEN What have we got to lose? What else can they take away 
 from us?
 
LANE How are you going to protect yourselves? 
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FRANK There’s well over a thousand men in the Barcaldine camps alone.
 
LANE And Griffith will bring an expeditionary force from three 
 other colonies if he has to.
 
MICK Tozer’s probably already got 'em standin’ by, 

LANE  Our real strength is in our convictions, our arguments for 
 equality.
 
HELEN Arguments aren’t much good against bullets. 
 
LANE Wisdom and truth are the only weapons that win. 
 
HELEN Wisdom and truth? Can you collect them and put them in a 
 box, like the Winchesters I’ve been collecting here? Or 
 can they only be kept in books? What are you going to do 
 when they start shooting? Throw books at ‘em? 

 She puts down the rifle.
 
MOIRA All right, Helen. Don’t go on. You’ve made your point. 
 
HELEN So, it’s a battle, and all we’ve got is Will Lane and his books. 
 Ooh! I’ve been hit! Wait a minute! I’ve got some ammunition 
 here somewhere … [she grabs one of LANE’s books] John 
 Stuart Mill — “On Liberty”! [she opens it and shakes it so 
 anything in it would fall out] Any wisdom or truth in this 
 one? Yes. Good. [throwing the book to someone] Here. 
 Shoot back with this. [another book] Henry George — 
 “Progress and Poverty”! Ah ha! [throws it to someone] 
 This should stop a Nordenfeldt!
 
MICK Break it down, Helen. 
 
HELEN [another book] Edward Bellamy — “Looking Backward”!  
 This is really dangerous stuff! [throws it to someone] They’ll 
 drop like flies. [gets a pamphlet] Ooh … “The Cooperative 
 Settlement Scheme — A Proposal by William Lane”. This is 
 the best weapon of all. Watch it go bang!
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MICK Break it down, Helen. 
 
MOIRA Will Lane’s not the enemy. He’s helping us fight the battle.
 
HELEN By making plans to leave the country? 
 
MOIRA  That’s the whole point, isn’t it? To start anew. To prove that 
 Socialism can work. You know yourself it doesn’t work here.
 
FRANK We can make it work here! 
 
LANE The Settlement Scheme is a way of achieving Socialism.  
 Showing the world it can be done.
 
HELEN And what’s the world supposed to do in the meantime? 
 Let the squatters starve us to death? Let the finance 
 companies put us out in the street?
 
EVELYN  What are you talking about? 
 
HELEN This pub has been sold out from under me … All these 
 years I’ve put into it. Not just for myself. It meant a lot to 
 me to know I was helping the labour movement achieve 
 its goals … [looking directly at LANE] … slowly making 
 Socialism a reality. This is the real world. Here is where the 
 fight is!

LANE The fight is everywhere, Mrs Watson. We carry it round 
 inside our heads.
 
MICK At least the troopers haven’t come in with their guns blazin’, 
 like they did at Eureka.
 
FRANK You put up a fight there, didn’t you? 
 
MICK We did, and that’s why I know this fight’s over. This is a defeat.
 
FRANK You want us to take this lying down? 
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MICK I saw men around me at the Stockade waste their lives, 
 when any mug could see we were outnumbered.
 
FRANK We’ve got the numbers this time! We’ve got no choice, 
 don’t you see? We need strong, united action, now, before 
 we lose our spirit. Sticking together is the best weapon 
 we’ve got.
 
MICK Sticking together won’t guarantee victory. 
 
FRANK We’ve stuck together so far. You stuck together at Eureka.
 
MICK We stuck together all right. I saw twenty-five of my mates 
 shot dead beside me, and then hacked to pieces by crazed 
 troopers with the smell of blood in their nostrils! That’s 
 when I learned that fighting on, after defeat, is nothing but 
 stupidity! [pause] And the diggers who didn’t die are still 
 crawling round the pubs of this country drinking to the 
 memory of their fallen comrades, wallowing in their 
 glorious defeat.
 
FRANK That was the past. 
 
MICK The past has a nasty habit of repeatin’ itself. We were 
 overrun by the troopers then, we’ve been overrun by the 
 Government and the squatters now. Our only option is a 
 tactical retreat.

 Everyone starts talking at once, EVELYN raises her voice.

EVELYN Shut up, all of you! Shut up! You’re being bloody stupid, 
 arguing amongst yourselves. That’s just what they want! 
 [pause] We should be helping each other, not tearing each 
 other apart … We’ve got to remember why these men are 
 in jail. Because they believe in the union, and they’ve 
 worked hard, building the union. We’ve got to keep that 
 work going … otherwise Ned’s in jail for nothing.

 Silence. Everyone looks to LANE, conscious of his brooding 
 presence.
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LANE The Fairbairns were setting us up for this all through last 
 year, from their Toorak mansion. Freedom of contract in 
 the Queensland shearing sheds is only the first round. 
 There are pastoralists and financiers all over the country 
 waiting to see what happens here. They’re much more 
 united than we’ve been, and much more organised. They 
 can call on unlimited funds, and unlimited assistance from 
 governments and the military. They have unimaginable 
 power, Frank. That’s the real conspiracy.

 Silence. FRANK and LANE stare at each other. LANE shrugs. 
 FRANK looks in turn at all the others — no one can offer 
 him any comfort.
 
FRANK Three years hard labour. We know these blokes, George 
 Taylor. Hughie Blackwell, Bill Fothergill … It could have 
 been anyone of us … “They today, us tomorrow, you some 
 other day”…  It’s your rhetoric, Will. [pause] Maybe 
 rhetoric’s all you know.
 
LANE I chose the pen years ago, Frank. And I’ll stand by my 
 choice, no matter what they do to me.

 In his frustration, FRANK’s hold on the gun weakens.
 
FRANK Three years hard labour. The bastards. 

 HELEN pours herself another drink, offers the bottle to 
 MOIRA who refuses. LANE gathers his books.

EVELYN The kids think their dad’s coming home next week. I don’t 
 know how I’m going to break this to them. I shouldn’t have 
 got my hopes up … I don’t think much of your “working 
 man’s jury”, Frank. Or your rhetoric, Will.
 
MICK I’ll give you a hand to tell the kids, Ev. 

                             MICK and EVELYN leave.
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MOIRA Barcaldine train leaves at seven, Will. I’ll knock on your 
 door at six. Breakfast at six fifteen.

 LANE nods and leaves. FRANK looks at HELEN and 
 MOIRA, then leaves to ride back to camp. HELEN observes 
 MOIRA replacing guns in box.

 Silence.
 
HELEN You’re going to South America with Will Lane, aren’t you?

 MOIRA is silent, avoiding HELEN’s eyes. She leaves.

 I’ve gotta take the pledge. 

 She looks at the bottle. 

 Maybe tomorrow. 

 She pours another glass of whiskey.

SCENE 33. Clermont Railway Station, next day.

 LANE, FRANK and MOIRA wait for a train. All three 
 stand apart, thinking their own thoughts. PORTER 
 appears, whistling, with his large basket.
 
PORTER   Morning all. I thought it’d never stop raining. Going to 
 Barcaldine then, to cheer up the men?
 
FRANK What are you doin’ here? 
 
PORTER  Ah, Frank, it’s you … Good to see you back, Miss Maguire.
 
MOIRA Morning, Mr Porter. Are you waiting for the train, too? 
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PORTER  No, no. I’ve just won a Government contract to supply the 
 railway refreshment rooms here and at Emerald.
 
FRANK I’m glad somebody’s winning something. 

PORTER  Sorry to hear about your mates, Frank. We’re all proud of 
 the stand they took.
 
FRANK Yeah … 
 
PORTER  Well, time and tide. Morning, all. 
 
LANE [approaching FRANK] Don’t put your trust in the Labour 
 Federation, Frank.
 
FRANK Who else can you trust? 
 
LANE Last year I fought tooth and nail to get them to adopt a 
 policy to nationalise the means of production. We were the 
 first Labour organisation in the country to support it. 
 A couple of months ago, while I was in Adelaide at a 
 conference, they dropped it. The one plank in the 
 Federation’s platform that will really mean something 
 when we get men into Parliament, and they throw it 
 overboard for the sake of popularity. The Government calls 
 me the most dangerous man in Queensland. What a joke. 
 
MOIRA That’s a sign you must be doing something right. 
 
LANE Even as I talk about the ballot box, I believe in it less and less. 
 I know these Labour Federation officials. As soon as they 
 get into Parliament, they’ll make an institution of Arbitration.
 
FRANK Isn’t that good, if we can get an independent umpire to 
 settle disputes? Better than what we’ve just been through.
 
LANE Compulsory Arbitration will make wage-slavery perpetual 
 by Act of Parliament! It’s getting into bed with the 
 employers. It’s not a way to achieve the ownership of the 
 means of production.
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FRANK Why doesn’t someone like you stand for Parliament, Will?
 
LANE I’m not the sort of person people vote for. 
 
MOIRA I’d vote for you. If I had a vote. 

LANE No, Moira. I’ve already decided what I want to spend the 
 rest of my life doing, and being part of a bosses’ parliament 
 isn’t it.
 
FRANK But you can inspire the workers. You can put things in a 
 way ordinary people can understand. If I were you, I’d stand.
 
LANE Parliament won’t bring about radical change. Neither will 
 violence. But starting anew … might just work. Do you 
 know what I mean, Frank? Those who seek to change the 
 world must first of all show the world that change is 
 possible … When we get back from Barcaldine I want both 
 of you to come to Brisbane with me and organise a national 
 tour to gather support for the Settlement Scheme.
 
FRANK But what about the strike? 
 
LANE The strike will fail. It’s insignificant. 
 
FRANK There are ten thousand men out here risking everything 
 they have in the world.
 
LANE Look beyond the strike, Frank. There are very few people 
 in this country who really, passionately, desire to sweep 
 away the old system and create true Socialism. We can do 
 that in South America. When you’ve got that sort of 
 possibility, winning or losing one strike hardly seems to 
 matter.
 
MOIRA Here’s the train.
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SCENE 34. Tozer’s residence in Brisbane.

TOZER More champagne, Mr Fairbairn? 

 Pouring champagne. 
 
FAIRBAIRN  Thank you, Horace. 
 
TOZER Here’s to a great victory. The Rockhampton verdict has 
 broken Lane’s back. It can only be a matter of weeks or days 
 before they all give in. 

                             They drink.

                             When your father told me he’d put you in charge of Logan 
 Downs, I had my doubts. But you stuck to your guns, and 
 I’m proud of you. We need men like you in Queensland, 
 helping the colony grow. The Premier will be here soon. 
 I want to introduce you to him.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Thank you. 
 
TOZER The strike wouldn’t have lasted a week without Lane’s paper … 
 Well, he’ll be no more trouble to you now … These people 
 who want to change the world usually end up making a 
 rope for their own neck. After helping to build the Labour 
 party and talking incessantly about the ballot box, he can’t 
 wait to pack up and leave the country.
 
FAIRBAIRN  We must keep these shearers out of the Parliament. 

MRS TOZER [entering] Just like men, to get cooped up in the library 
 and talk about politics. Now you boys have talked about 
 this strike business far too long. This is supposed to be a 
 celebration. Luncheon is about to be served. Horace, the 
 Premier and Lady Griffith are heading towards the marquee.
 
TOZER [rushing out] Excuse me. 
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FAIRBAIRN  Forgive me, Mrs Tozer. I’ve kept your husband from his 
 guests.

MRS TOZER Come along, Mr Fairbairn. There are half a dozen very 
 eligible young ladies here. I can’t wait to introduce you. 
 But I suppose you’ve got your eye on someone up there in 
 the bush.

 FAIRBAIRN looks smitten.

 Oh, I’m sorry. A girl from one of the properties?
 
FAIRBAIRN  No. A teacher. 

MRS TOZER One of the few girls in the outback you could have a 
 pleasant conversation with, I’m sure.
 
FAIRBAIRN  Yes. 

MRS TOZER And?
 
FAIRBAIRN  She took the unionists’ side in the strike. 

MRS TOZER How much longer is this strike going to dominate polite 
 society?
 
TOZER [coming in] Prudence … The Griffiths are waiting, 

MRS TOZER Come along, Mr Fairbairn. I think we can all look forward 
 to a bright future, as Horace is so fond of telling me.

 They all go out.
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SCENE 35.  The Strike Camp at Barcaldine.

 Shearers can be heard singing, off. FRANK stands looking 
 out at the night.
 
MOIRA   [coming up to him] What are you looking at? 
 
FRANK  The twentieth century. It’s not far away. Maybe it’ll bring 
 the end to all our problems. Freedoms we haven’t even had 
 the courage to imagine.
 
MOIRA Will was asking where you were. 

FRANK I can’t listen to him any more. I brought him here to 
 Barcaldine to give the men a bit of a lift and he’s in there, 
 letting everyone slap him on the back, as though it was his 
 idea. He would have gone straight back to Brisbane. He’s 
 using the strike to gather support for his own ideas.
 
MOIRA Ideas belong to everyone, Frank. 
 
FRANK I used to think that, too. But Harding sentenced twelve men 
 to St Helena for daring to act on that belief.
 
MOIRA The same people sentenced me. But I’m not going to stand 
 around here and get eaten up by anger. There’s so much I 
 can do over there. I can teach. As Will says, we can “rewrite 
 the history of humanity”. [pause] Come with me to South 
 America.
 
FRANK No, Moira, I don’t believe in it anymore. I never really did.
 
MOIRA Will Lane and his ideas mean a lot to me. 
 
FRANK More than I mean to you? 
 
MOIRA You shouldn’t ask me questions like that. 
 
FRANK Lane has just discovered Socialism in the last five years. 
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MOIRA So? 
 
FRANK So how do you know he won’t desert you when he discovers 
 something else, and leave you there, in a foreign country, 
 squabbling among yourselves?
 
MOIRA Why are you painting so bleak a picture? 
 
FRANK Because he’s painted such a rosy one. And because you’ve 
 bought it. [pause] I want to create real democracy, too. 
 But I want to live here. I love this country.

MOIRA This is the only solution that means anything to me. 
 What have I got to lose?
 
FRANK Australia. [pause] The labour movement. [pause] Me.

 Silence.

 You have to choose.
 
MOIRA  I’ve already chosen, Frank. The real choice is yours.

SCENE 36. Clermont Railway Station.

 HELEN waits with luggage, PORTER comes in.
 
PORTER  I thought I might find you here. How are you feeling? 
 
HELEN Pretty bad, Mr Porter. I’ve come to the end of the line. 
 
PORTER Clermont is the end of the line. You’ll freeze out here, 
 waiting for the train. Come into the refreshment rooms and 
 have a cup of tea.
 
HELEN No. I’m fine here … I wish you well with the pub, Mr Porter.
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PORTER Forgive me if this is embarrassing, but I will want a manager.
 
HELEN Oh, I … 
 
PORTER  You’ve built up enormous goodwill. The pub wouldn’t be 
 the same without you running it.
 
HELEN It’s just a building. Don’t get sentimental about it. 
 
PORTER  At least you must be happy that it was bought by a local, 
 rather than end up just one more jewel in the Fairbairn crown.

HELEN What do you mean? 

PORTER The Fairbairn family has the controlling interest in Union 
 Mortgage.

HELEN [surprised] Since when? 
 
PORTER  Since its inception. 

 HELEN is stunned. PORTER babbles on.

 There is, of course, one way you could stay on, as of right. 
 If we were to be a partnership … er, a couple … that’s to say …
 
HELEN Are you asking me to … marry you? 
 
PORTER Thank you. When I’m in your presence, my tongue ties 
 itself in knots.
 
HELEN Mr Porter, this is too much for me to consider all at once.
 
PORTER  I don’t want to pressure you in any way …
 
HELEN No, shut up! Don’t you see? I thought I was in control of my 
 own life. And now you tell me that for the last five years, 
 I’ve been owned by the Fairbairns.
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PORTER Does it really matter who owns Union Mortgage? 
 
HELEN [pause] It’s been a shearers’ pub all these years … 
 
PORTER  And will remain so, Helen. I give you my word. We’ll do 
 your late husband proud, God rest his soul … Things should 
 be back to normal soon … Evelyn Barry has taken it hard.
 
HELEN Is she speaking to you? 
 
PORTER  I just took a load of groceries round to her. 
 
HELEN Very thoughtful of you, 

PORTER  Doesn’t do to carry old grievances, I might need her to do 
 some work at the pub … I know you don’t want to leave 
 Clermont … you’ve grown used to the place.
 
HELEN I thought I might start a new life in South America. 

PORTER  What? 
 
HELEN Only joking. 
 
PORTER  Most amusing … A lot has happened in the last six months. 
 Everything has changed.
 
HELEN Everything … and nothing. 
 
PORTER  You must believe me, Helen. I’m not anti-union. I just want 
 peace … And I want to share my good fortune with you … 
 Will you marry me?
 
HELEN Oh, Vincent … I … 

 PORTER reaches down for HELEN’s luggage.

  Wait …
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SCENE 37.  The Road.

 Early morning. MICK has his swag. He meets FRANK, 
 carrying a port.
 
FRANK G’day, Mick. 
 
MICK Frank. 
 
FRANK Where you goin’, mate? 
 
MICK West. 
 
FRANK Barcaldine? I’ve just come from there. 
 
MICK Much farther west. 

FRANK What for? 
 
MICK I’m not gonna sit round and watch these blokes turn 
 another defeat into a legend.
 
FRANK You can’t just walk off. You’ll be letting your mates down. 
 The strike is still on.
 
MICK What about you and Lane? 
 
FRANK I saw through him, Mick. His ideas are wonderful, but 
 I stopped believin’ in 'em. Our leaders, men we’ve worked 
 with, like Ned Barry, George Taylor, have been jailed by this 
 Government for no reason, and Will’s still goin’ to South 
 America. [pause] I’m not gonna run away from the fight. 
 I’ve made a decision. [pause] I’m standin’ for Parliament.
 
MICK Christ, no … 

FRANK It may take years, but there’s no reason the workers can’t get 
 control of the Government. Then we’ll control the military, 
 the police. We’ll make the laws.
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MICK  You might think so now, but what you won’t be able to 
 control is the money men. The London financiers will still 
 be pullin’ the strings, and you’ll be their puppets.
 
FRANK I believe in the people. I believe in democracy. I want to be 
 a part of that. That’s the future, Mick. We’ve gotta look 
 beyond this strike.
 
MICK So? … Why does it matter to you if I don’t want to be part 
 of it any more?
 
FRANK Because you’re an individual, takin’ action alone. The whole 
 strength of the labour movement is based on stickin’ together.
 
MICK Stickin’ together for the sake of stickin’ together? What good 
 is that? If we were really fair dinkum, we’d go and shoot 
 the bastards … we’d get all ten thousand of us together and 
 ride down to Brisbane and put Tozer and all the politicians 
 up against the wall.
 
FRANK We’d never get the men so united. 
 
MICK We’d never get the men so honest. [pause] Moira’s gone 
 with Lane, has she?
 
FRANK I feel even more alone now. [silence] Why is it you don’t 
 approve of me standing for parliament?
 
MICK It’s not my place to approve or disapprove. 
 
FRANK Bullshit! You’ve never held back before. 

MICK All right, I don’t approve. But you’ve made your choice. 
 And given the feeling round the west, you’re sure to be 
 elected. But you’ll find the seats are too soft, and the 
 whiskey too good, and the bush too far away to be real. 
 You’ll wake up one mornin’ and smell the stench of your 
 own corruption. And then it’ll be too late …
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FRANK What are you talkin’ about? 

MICK And you’ll hate yourself. Because you’ll be thinkin’ like a 
 manager, thinkin’ of ways to make sure you stay there 
 forever. You’ll have stopped thinkin’ like a worker.
 
FRANK Are you thinkin’ like a worker, walkin’ out on the strike like 
 this? What’s the difference?

MICK The difference is I’m committed to the same thing I’ve 
 always been committed to — the union. This strike’s over. 
 The leadership’s defeated. They’ll agree to the bosses’ terms 
 soon. I’m just anticipatin’ it by a couple of weeks. [pause] 
 I’ll always be on the wallaby track. You’ll know where to 
 find me.

FRANK Goodbye, Mick. 
 
MICK Goodbye, mate. 

 He begins to leave.
 
FRANK Just a minute, Mick. [he takes off the boots MICK had given 
 him in the first scene] Here, you’d better have these back. 
 You’ll need 'em.
 
MICK You keep 'em, mate. You’ve gotta travel a harder road than me.

 MICK walks off with his swag. FRANK is left holding the 
 boots, looking as though MICK had taken something 
 valuable away from him.
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EPILOGUE

 Actors gather to sing the final song:
 
ALL  Do you ever yearn for freedom
 Lying just within our grasp 
 Raise your fist against the tyrant
 Victory will be ours at last.
 There will still be time for dreaming
 Through the long and endless night 
 Take the future in your hands now 
  Out of darkness will come light.

 END OF PLAY.
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